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ABS'.; RACT
This report presents the results of the study effort on the Parametric
Study of Space Power Systems. Included in the report is a descrip-
tion of the rational used to select the power systems for investigation,
a description of the guidelines and constraints used in the study, a
description of the methodology used in the analysis of the power
systems, and a review of cornplete power systems characteristics
and sensitivity analysis. Also presented is a description of the
H-521 computer prograrii developed in the study, and a summary
of power system technology readiness.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
This volume, Volume II, is one of a series of four volumes that present
results of the NASA Parametric Study of Space Power Systems conducted by
the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - Western Division (MDAC-WD)
for the NASA Mission Analysis Division - OART, under contract number
NAS2-4482. The titles of the volumes of the final report are as follows:
Title Volume No.. Report No.
Summary I DAC- 62303
Technical Report II DAC- 623 04
Power Subsystem Parametric Data III DAC-62305
Computer Manual
Book 1 - Power Subsystem Analysis IV DAC-62306
Book 2 - Program Operation IV DAC-62307
1. 1 OBJECTIVE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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t
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The objective of the study is to provide the mission analyst and spacecraft
designer with adequate information about secondary power systems to permit
meaningful appraisals of these systems in the context of spacecraft design
and mission and systems integration. To meet the study objectives, the
space power system data and study results provide the analytical tools and
techniques by which space power systems can be compared in a framework
of consistent set of design assumptions and constraints.
1. 2 TASKS
In order to meet the above objective, the major program tasks that have been
performed are as follows:
Determine the power system state of the art and parametric design
data as a function of launch data and other parameters.
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• Derive mathematical models for determining system characteristics
utilizing the above design and parametric data.
• Write a Fortran IV, Version 13, computer program for the power
systems utilizing the derived math models and analytical expressions.
The program calculates the mass, volume, area, reliability, cost,
and physical data as a function of performance requirements and
mission data as a function of performance requirements and mission
parameters . and operates on the IBM 7094 computer.
• Document the supporting analysis and methodology and prepare a
computer operation manual.
1. 3 POWER SYSTEMS
The various power systems that were investigated in the study include the
following:
1. Solar cell system
A. Silicon cells
B. Thin-film cells
2. Thermoelectric system
A. PbTe
B. Si Ge
C. Cascaded PbTe and SiGe
3. Thermionic system
4. Fuel cell system
A. Hydrogen-oxygen
B. Storable reactant
5.	 Batteries
A. Ni Cd
B. Ag Cd
C. Ag Zu
6. Brayton cycle system
7. Rankine cycle system
A. Mercury and alkali metal working fluids
B. Organic working fluid
8. Chemical dynamic system
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The power systems were divided into subsystems as shown in Figure 1-1 for
ease in data collection and derivation of the analytical equations and math
models. Each power system generally includes the following categories of
subsystems: (1) power conversion, (2) energy source, (3) heat rejection,
(4) power conditioning and ene rgy sto rage, and 5) power distribution; andP	 g	 gY	 g	 ( P
each system has 'associated vehicle integration penalties. Where applicable,
the subsystems were divided into major components. The reactor heat source
subsystem, for example, is divided into the (1) reactor, (2) shield, and
(3) primary heat transport loop. Using the major component and subsystem
design concept, a building block design approach is employed to analytically
configure varioUs types of space power systems. The following paragraphs
explain the rationale that was used to select the system, subsystem, and
components that were investigated for detail analysis in the study.
1.3. 1 Solar Cells
Deployable flat-plate and body-mounted silicon and thin-film solar cells have
been included. Solar cell arrays utilizing reflective surfaces for concen-
trating the solar energy on the cells and sawtooth array configurations were
not considered in the study. The V- ridge array has a higher weight and
greater area than the flat array and requires a more stringent orientation
control system. The flat array can be tilted through a maximum angle of
18° for a 5% loss in output, while the V-ridge array can only be tilted
through a maximum angle of V. For close approaches to the sun, the
orientation tolerance becomes critical. The sawtooth array was not con-
sidered, mainly because its cost is 10% to 15% more than the flat array
configuration. There are no development programs for these arrays at
present. A comparison of the characteristics of the solar cell arrays is
shown in Table 1- 1.
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8Table 1-1
SOLAR CELL ARRAY COMPARISON DATA
a
z Relative Rating
Orientation Tolerance
No. of	 for Less than 517/6
Type of Array	 Weight	 Area	 Cells
	 Co s t,= 	 Loss in Array Output
Flat	 1	 1	 1	 1	 ±180
V- Ridge	 1.11	 1.05	 0.496	 0.47
	 ±70
Sawtooth	 1.023	 0.923	 1.045
	 1.13	 ±180
; Based on $76, 000 /m 2 for flat array technology in 1967 and number of
cells for each square meter
Study for an On-Board Electrical Power System for a Manned Orbital Space
Station, NAS 9-1307, November 1963
d
1. 3. 2 Thermoelectric Systems
The PbTe, SiGe, and cascaded PbTe-SiGe thermoelectric; systems, utilizing
a nuclear reactor radioisotope heat source, or solar concentrator, have
been investigated in the study. Flat-plate solar thermoelectric systems were
not considered because of the low operating efficiency of 1. 5 to 3 %, which
requires deployment areas that are four to eight times that of present-day
silicon solar cell arrays. P. J. Brosens (IECEC 1966) indicated that a tilting
d	 flat-plate solar cell array would be preferred to a solar thermoelectric
system for missions to within 0. 32 AU of the sun. The efficiencies of various
solar thermoelectric systems are shown - In Table 1-2.
1. 3. 3 Supercritical CycleP	 Y
The supercritical cycle is similar in operation to the Brayton cycle power
system. The supercritical cycle operates entirely in the supercritical and
subcritical regions of the fluid and offers the advantages of (1) utilizing a
single-phase fluid throughout the entire cycle and (2) requiring low backwork
5
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Table 1-2
SOLAR THERMOELECTRIC SYSTEM
Efficiency( mn)	 Company	 Report
2. 3
	 Melpa r Division
WesJnghouse Electric
Corp.
2. 04 (theory)	 Lockheed Aircraft Co.
1. 5 to 1. 88
(flight data)
PIC No. 972, Aug 1966(NAS 5-3782)
Flat Plate Solar Thermo-
electric Generator
Orbital Experiment
ASD-TDR-63-479, May 1963
3. 14
	 Aerospace Electric	 Solar Thermoelectric
Division	 Generator System Concept
Westinghouse Electric	 and .Feasibility Study
Corp.	 RTD-TDR-63-4248,
Feb 1964
in pumping the fluid up to the heater or boiler pressure. The supercritical
cycle can employ carbon dioxide as the working fluid (T c = 304°K;
Pc = 7.41 X 10 6 N/m2 ). Liquid carbon dioxide is pumped through a recupera-
tor and then to a boiler where it changes to a gas that is heated and drives a
turbine alternator assembly. The gas leaves the turbine and flows to the
	 t
recuperator and then to the radiator where heat is rejected. The fluid then
flows to the pump where the cycle is repeated. The entire cycle operates 	 (,
above the critical pressure of the working fluid. The supercritical cycle 	 J
was investigated by MDAC-WD under Air Force Contract F33615-67-C-1924.
	 I
Preliminary designs and design drawing were made that can be used for
procurement of prototype hardware. The Brayton cycle computer program
structure can be used in developing a computer program for the supercritical
cycle; however, the programming of the supercritical cycle power system
was beyond the scope and study effort of this contract.
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1.3.4 Stirling Engineg	 g
The Stirling engine is a closed-cycle reciprocating hot-gas engine t"cat was
investigated as a space power system in 1960 to 1963. The feasibility and
hardware program was performed by the Allison Division of General Motors
Corporation under contract to Wright Patterson Air Force Base. The engine
was rated at approximately 3. 6kW of power at a shaft thermal efficiency of 30%.
A 1, 000-hour endurance test was completed on a 3-kW end, a on 13 July 1963.
Approximate funding for the program was $200, 000 to $300, 000. However,
there have been no funded programs for development of the Stirling engine
for space power systems since 1963. Several companies are investigating
the engine for ground-based military or commercial applications. The
major development problems that have to be solved are seal design for long
life, lubrication of the gears and linkages in the zero-g environment, pre-
vention of oil leakage into the regenerator to prevent reduced heat transfer
rates, and performance and endurance test of approximately 8, 000 to
10, 000 hours. At present, there is no interest by the power system com-
munity for the application of the Stirling engine to space vehicles. The
Stirling engine was not considered in this study because ( 1) the engine has
a high development risk associated with it relative to other space power
systems, and (2) there is no interest in its development by the space power
industry.
v 1.3.5 D3 fagnetohydrodynami c s
A magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generator consists of a duct through which a
conductive working fluid flows, coils which produce a magnetic field across
the duct, and electrodes at the top and bottom of the duct. The motion of the
fluid through the magnetic field generates a voltage that drives a current
through the fluid, the electrodes, and the external load. The basic function
of the MHD generator is to convert the kinetic or internal energy of the fluid
into electrical power. The MHD generator is a low-voltage, high direct cur-
rent output device. Also being investigated are electrogasdynamic (EGD)
generators that use electrically charged gases and require no magnets. The
EGD generator produces high voltages and has a low direct current output.
At present there are relatively few uses for such high voltages, mainly
because their output by conventional means are very costly.
Work is being performed on MHD generators in such areas as boundary
effects, particle and group effects in plasmas, magnetically induced ioniza-
tion in MHD generators, measurement of plasma properties, effects of
electrode temperature on the performance of the generator, investigation of
channel geometry and material, heat transfer in the MHD fluid, and deter-
mination of transport properties of MHD generators. A review of the pro-
grams reported in the literature such as the 1966 and 1967 Intercociety
Energy Conversion Engineering Conference and 1965 International Confer-
ence on Energetics indicates that MHD generators are being investigated on
a basic technology level and that an integrated system has not been studied
in sufficient detail to generate integrated MHD-spacecraft performance and
g vstem characteristics. Because of the limited information available at the
MHD systems design level, these generators are not included in the study.
Also EGD generators are not included because they produce high voltages
and low do current and require an enormous amount of conversion equipment
to integrate it with the spacecraft electrical. subsystems.
1. 4 DESIGN GUIDEI.,INES
The design and sizing c 1' *he power system can be varied by making changes
that are categorized as follows:
1. Power load profile data
2. Power system configuration
3. Mission constraints
The power load profile data are the power requirements of both the ac and do
subsystems on board the space vehicle. The sensitivity of the power system
can then be determined as a function of parameters such as power level, type
of power, allowable voltage drop, and peak loads.
The power system characteristics are affected by the selected configuration,
for example the combination of subsystem or major components chosen.
The complete list of the various subsystems that are incorporated in the
computer code are presented in Section 4.
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The typical mission constraints that were used in establishing the math
models and computer program logic are as follows:
Launch Date 1970 to 2000
Mission Duration Minutes to 5 years
Class of Missions Manned and unmanned, Earth orbital and
interplanetary
Power Levels 10W to 100kW
Type of Power AC and DC
IP Trajectory 0. 3 AU minimum to 40 AU maximum from the
sun.	 Special unmanned mission to 0.05 AU
should be considered.
Vehicle Diameter 3 to 25 m
Loads Launch loads to 10 g's
Maneuvering loads to 2. 5 g's
`The above constraints indicate the approximate operating envelope, or range
of application,
	 of the majority of the power systems that were studied.
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Section 2
METHODOLOGY AND COMMON COMPUTER h;LEMENTS
The data that were required, the method of collecting the data, and the
common computer elements for the power systems that were investigated
in the study are discussed in the following sections.
2.1 PARAMETRIC AND DESIGN DATA
A description of the types of data and the method for acquiring the data for
the Parametric Study of Space Power Systems are presented in the following
sections.
2. 1. 1	 Description of Data
Parametric data include such data as efficiency, reliability, and mass which
are functions of calendar year as well as relations that are a function of
operating temperature, power level, and other parameters.
	 Parametric
data have been collected and generated for the major components of the
various power systems.
	 The advantages of generating the parametric data
for the major components of the power system are as follows:
1.	 Realistic power system characteristics are obtained when the power
system is designed for conditions other than the published baseline
power system data.
2.	 A sound technical design approach ir- established for understanding
the configurations and options that can be exercised with the program.
The heat engine type power systems, for example, in one configura-
tion does not require a heat source heat -_xchanger; in another con-
figuration, the compact heat rejection neat exchanger is not required,
and also some component masses vary as a function of electrical
power (kWe ), and others as a function of thermal power (kWt) .
Therefore, the only way to obtain valid across-the -board system
data is by configuring and designing the power system at the major
component level.
3.	 The parametric data for the components can be easily revised and
upgraded as new data become available or the program user can
build into the program his projections of the data.
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2. 1.2 Data Acquisition
Tht , information collected for the study included published report data,
physical principles, empirical data, results of detailed power system
studies, hardware program data, data from detailed power subsystem
computer programs, and data from discussions with technical experts at
the NASA centers (DART-Moffet Field, OART, SFC, and Goddard) and
commercial manufacturers. A description of the method used to perform
the data collection phase of study follows;
1. Pertinent information available from NASA's computer retrospect
searches was reviewed and summarized. Reports obtained from
the computer tapes were selected for use. A considerable number
of these reports were currently available from the library, collected
for previous power studies which were performed from 1965 to 1968.
Power source reports were ordered through the MDAC-WD Library
Mechanized Information Retrieval System Computer Program by
means of the various descriptors related to each of the power sources
disciplines.
2. Interagency advanced power group (Power Information Center or PIC)
sheets were cataloged a-t MDAC-WD, by subject and number, and
used in the study.
3. Other indexes, such as the STAR, TABS, and DDC abstracts and the
ARB bibliographies, were reviewed for power source documents
pertinent to the study.
4. The unclassified portions of the previous MDAC-WD space contracts,
such as the MOLD, MORL, and others, were used in the NASA study.
5. Theower system design and parametric data obtained at engineeringP	 Y	 g	 p	 g	 g
conferences and from previous trips taken to NASA, AF, and AEC
centers, as well as to the plants of vendors were used in the study.
Large quantities of pertinent published and unpublished information
were gathered during these trips and used in the study. Question-
naires were sent to more than 115 power system manufacturers and
government agencies to obtain data to use in establishing the state
of the art of power systems.
Tlic pertinent data that are used in the study are the mass, area, volume,
reliability, and cost of the major components, subsystems, and power sys -
t.cnis, Thermodynamic data, physical sizes, temperature limits, and basic
design configurations were also cataloged for use in establishing a briefing
chart indicating the application, performance, and characteristics of the power
12
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subsystems. Collecting the data is straightforward, but correlating the data
of a particular component or subsystem is an extremely difficult task. For
example, the mass of a boiler or a turboalternator asse.nbly for the same
electrical output may vary considerably between power system manufacturers
because of operating temperatures, rotational speeds, materials 
	 to dp	 g	 p	  ,emp ye
design safety factors, operational life, or use of off-the-shelf hardware.
Weight and physical characteristics, particularly weight, were given a more
accurate analysis because these are the most commonly used parameters
and, in general, more complete published data are available. Engineering
estimates were used where information was lacking, which is most frequently
the case for reliability and cost.
}	 2. 1. 3 Projection and Correlation of Data Methodology
+	 Two basic growth techniques were used to project the power system character-
istics as a function of calendar year to the year 2000: statistical growth
projection and exponential growth projection. In addition, two techniques
are used to correlate datawhich are independent of calendar year. They
are the hyperbolic correlation factor and the least squares polynomial fit.
These methods and their applications are described in detail in Volume III.
v
2.2 POWER LOAD PROFILE
The purpose of the load profile analysis is to determine the proper output
level of the ac or do power conversion unit, as well as the energy storage
requirement of the secondary batteries.
Atypical load profile histogram is shown in Figure 2-1. Key elements of
this histogram, as indicated in the figure, are:
o	 The do load profile input data
•	 The ac load profile input data
•	 The load duration input data
•	 The load period index
• The primary power source shutdown index
1
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1Another item, not shown, is the heliocentric distance (solar vector) of th,:
power supply which must be coordinated with the load duration and load
period index.
Further examination of Figure 2-1 shows the additional salient points con-
cerning load profile input data, namely:
1. Values of load duration are not measured as the time elapsed from
one input data point to another, but as time elapsed from the
beginning of the load cycle to the data point of interest.
2. Data points should be inserted at times when significant changes
take place in the load profile, primary power source shutdown
mode, or key values of the solar vector.
Examples of the rationale for selecting the load points in Figure 2- 1 are
indicated below:
Point 1 -- End of primary power source shutdown period.
Point 2 - - Increase in ac power requirement.
Point 3 -- Decrease in ac power requirement.
Point 4 -- Decrease in ac power requirement/ start of primary power
source shutdown period.
Point 5 -- Increase in ac power requirement/end of primary power
source shutdown period.
Point 6 -- Increase in do power requirement.
Point 7 -•- Decrease in both do and ac power requirement.
Point 8 -- End of load cycle period.
After the ac and do user profiles are processed and modified (caused by
inefficiencies in power distribution and power conditioning equipment), they
are combined into one energy balance load profile. A typical histogram of
this load profile analysis is shown in Figure 2-2, which also shows the
results of a power load profile analysis for a balanced ac primary power
system. These results were plotted from computer output data. The
balanced load (PEPB) is calculated by performing an energy balance of the
power load profile curve (P EL)' In the example shown, the power level at
which the battery reverses its operational mode is ('1TRRPEPB where 71TRR
= efficiency of the transformer/regulator/rectifier group). With one primary
15
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shutdown period, the profile shown in Figure 2-2 indicates three battery
charge-discharge cycles for each load cycle. Over a 20, 000-hour mission
this results in a 45% battery depth of discharge. If the average required
power level. (P 
EL)is 
12. 4kW, the required battery size is 47. 3-kWh
discharge capacity.
2.3 METEOROID FLUX MODEL
A generalized model for the meteoroid flux distribution, used in the design
of radiators and solar cell panels, is presented below:
Log 0 = CM	 R	 5	 R1	 R2 S	 R3Log M+C Log R +(C +C R +C RS 2) 	 (2-1)
where:
0 = Integral meteoroid flux = particles /meter - sec of
mass greater than "M"
M = Meteoroid mass - grams /particle
RS = Heliocentric distance (solar vector) - AU
C R, ` Ri , C M = Empirical constants
The velocity of meteoroid impact is generally expressed as a function of the
solar vector (based on the gravitational potential) in the form:
V = Cv , "5	 (2-2)
where:
V = Impact velocity -- km/sec
CV = Empirical constant
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rTwo models of the meteoroid flux are used in this study. The first is used
for determination of radiator armor thickness and is based on the work of
Deerwester (Reference 2-1). Deerwester's distribution is used when pene-
tration of large (>10- 2. 2 gm/particle) meteoroid particles are considered.
Damage to solar cells, on the other hand, can be correlated to the total
meteoroid :e nergy-per-unit area encountered by the array (Reference 2-2).
As a result, a flux model (Reference 2-3) giving a more accurate description
of the cometary meteoroid flux for the lower particle mass (<10 2.2 gm/
particle) was used. A comparison of the two model-- is given in Table 2 - 1.
Table 2 - 1
METEOROID FLUX MODELS
t
:d
i
^p
a
n
Particle Source
Characteristic	 Asteroidal",, Cometary* Asteroidal* , c Cometary,,c*
Mass limits	 -	 -	 >10-20 2 gm <10-2• z gm
Heliocentric distance
constants
C R 0.0 0.0 -1.0 -1.0
CR1 -21.0 -14.44 - 14.29 - 13.56
CR2 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CR3 -1.43 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mass constant, C M -0.91 -1.34 -1.34 -1.0
Velocity constant, C  15.0 30. 0 20.0 20..0
Particle
dens ity t, PP
(gm/cc) 3. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0. 5
*, Reference 2-1
,:":, Reference 2-3
tUsed for determining radiator armor thickness
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2.4 COST MODEL
The cost data used in the study consist of the production cost of the component
t
or subsystem plus the cost of developing, testing. integrating, and qualifying
(DT&Q) the power system for the space vehicle. The development and appli-
cation of a power system to a space vehicle consists of three basic design and
cost phases as shown in Figure 2-3. The Phase I effort is the technology
development phase and results in the demonstration of the performance, fea-
sibility, and technology readiness of the power system. For example, the
SNAP-8 Rankine cycle system, by this definition, is categorized as a Phase I
effort. Because of the lack of sufficient cost data for technology development,
this cost is not included in the computer program.
The Phase II effort is defined as the time duration in which the power system
is selected and built to specifications for the mission. This phase begins with
contract award or authority to proceed (ATP). A 3-year time period was
assumed for the Phase H effort to develop, test, integrate, and qualify the
power system for the mission. Therefore, once the program user specifies
the launch date, the power system design is based on the technology that is
3 years earlier than the launch date. An example of a system program that
is categorized as a Phase II effort is the MOL fuel cells. The DTI&Q costs
are determined at the module or subsystem level as a function of power level,
mass, or size and appear in the computer program as DEV COST.
The production costs of the power systems, including flight test units, are
included in the Phase III effort of the program. The production costs are
determined at the major component level and the number of on-line, standby,
and wearout units (or percent redundancy of components) are used to calcu-
late the total production cost of a subsystem.
The total cost of a power system is then calculated as the summation of the
DTI&Q costs of the specified subsystem plus the production costs of the
major components employed in the -total number of subsystems used in the
power system. The detail production cost data of the major components
and the DTI&Q costs of the power subsystems are presented in Volume III.
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2.5 RELIABILITY
Power system failures may be divided into several types: (1) initial failure,
(2) random failure during the useful life, and (3) wearout failures. In addi-
tion, devices that must operate only one time either fail or succeed with a
reliability that is the probability of success. In this program it is assumed
thai the initial failures are avoided by "burn
-in" testing of each component
prior to use.
Random failures are considered to be based on a constant rate of failure
during the useful life of the power systems. The equation used to determine
the reliability of a power subsystem with NOL modules operating on the line
and NSB modules standing by and a constant module fAilure rate of A is:
j=N	 ^B /,., L A,rM
J =O
	 3,}:
^ I
RSS = e -NOL ATM (2-1)
or:
-N AT	 (N AT NSBR = e OL M 1 +N AT +.. + ` OL MSS	 OL M	 "'	 NSB	 ( 2 2)
where
TM
 = Mission duration
j = Integer
This equation is particularly applicably to the dynamic power systems which
may have from one to five on-line and standby modules.
The reliability of the power system (RS ) is then the product of the subsystem
reliabilitie s:
RS = R'SSi R'SS2 ' ' ' ' RSSN
W
1
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RSS1 Reliability of subsystem number one and
RSSN Reliability of subsystem number N.
The reliability of static power systems, in which the power conversion
elements are all operative in a parallel-series matrix, is determined by
the binomial expansion described in Reference 2-4. In the computer program,
the procedure is modified by suitable approximation when the number of
power conversion elements is very large to limit computation time.
The binomial expansion is useful in describing the reliability of devices
operating in an array for which each component has a constant failure rate
The probability of each individual unit completing a mission of duration T
is equal to e - XT where X is the constant failure rate of one unit. The
probability that m units of a group of N T units will survive a mission is given
as:
N	 (N -m)
P 	 T	 Pm (1-P) T	 (2-3)
where
N T = Total number of units in a group
m = Number of surviving units
P = Probability of success of one unit (e - XT)
P(m) = Probability of survival of m out of N T
 units
Because the mission can be considered a success whether m or m+l or M+2
.... N T
 units survive, these terms are summed over the range of redundant
units to obtain an overall array reliability P (mN ).
-' T
Studies made at General Dynamics, as well as those of Reference 2-4, have
shown that, to a good approximation, a series - parallel array of power-
producing elements will degrade about 2% in power for every 1% of failed
22
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elements. The array reliability determined by the binomial expansion can be
related to array power degradation by this relationship. Thus, array relia-
bility is adjusted by varying the number of active redundant units, with cal-
culable effect on the initial power output.
Calculations of reliability are extremely lengthy when either or both m and
NT is large. Under these circumstances Stirling ' s approximation is used to
obtain the values of factorial numbers, Thus:
Log (N:) _ ( N + 2) Log (N) - (N) Log (e) + Log ( 2 Tr)	 (2-4)
The solar cell array power conversion subsystem comprises solar cell
panels, deployment drive and controls, and orientation drive and control.
The solar cell panels art designed with a calculated excess area to ensure
the desired panel reliability after the losses in cells due to solar flare
degradation and random failure (see Volume IV, Book 1 for detailed calcula-
tional procedure). The reliab"ity of the solar cell array power conversion
subsystem (RPCSS) is the product of the reliabilities of the major components
of the array.
RPCSS - RPANELS RDEPLOYMENT RORIENTATION
The reliability of the complete solar cell system is:
RS = RSS 1 RSS2 ' ' ' ' e e ' RSSN
where for example
RSS 1 = RPCSS
RSSN is the reliability of the n th subsystem.
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Wearout failures affect the number of dynamic systern modules required to
meet reliability goalds for the mission duration. In this program wearout
life, T L, is assumed to be the time period over which the module can oper-
ate without a degradation in reliability resulting from wearout. Thus, no
reduction in reliability caused by wearout is assuw.,s d, but an adequate num-
ber of wearout modules is included in the subsystem to replace the on-line
modules whenever a time period T L has passed. The number of wearout
modules is thus:
NWO	 `TM/TL - 1 1 NOL
rounded off to the nearest integer.
2.6 POWER SYSTEM-INTEGRATION WITH THE SPACE VEHICLE
Two of the major factors in the design and selection of the power system are
the constraints and penalties associated with integration of the power system
with the space vehicle and other onboard systems. Only when thF:se integra-
tion parameters have been considered can meaningful power system evalua-
tions be performed. Within the scope of the parametric study of space power
systems study, the integration parameters and constraints that have been
considered include: (1) launch weight, (2) deployed power systems, (3) weight
and volume penalties associated with a shroud or interstage compartment,
and (4) launch and maneuvering loads. The characteristics that are calcu-
lated include the mass, area, reliability, cost and dimensions of an inter-
stage, shroud and boom. The effects of the launch and maneuvering loads are
also considered.
The integration subroutines that are available to the program user are: (1) no
integration which means that the characteristics and performance of a power
system can be determined without the penalties of the vehicle structure, (2)
shroud for housing deploy solar cell systems or an unmanned satellite, or
(3) interstage for housing the power system in a compartment or at the for-
ward or aft end of the space vehicle. A deployment boom is also incorporated
into the shroud and interstage subprogram. The boom is required for
24
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deployed reactor, isotope, solar concentrator, and solar cell power systems.
Power systems such as the primary battery, chemical dynamic, and fuel
cell do not require a boom; although they utilize the integration subprogram,
the penalties of the boom are not calculated. The boom pc.,alties are calcu-
lated as a part of the integration subprogram by specifying on the computer
input sheets, the separation distance between the power system and the
vehicle. A detailed description of the interstage, shroud, and deployment
boom for the power system is presented in Volume III.
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Section 3
POWER, SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND COMPUTER
PROGRAM SENSITIVITY RESULTS
Specific major components were grouped to form subsystems and the
appropriate subsystems were combined to form the complete space power
system. A discussion of the power systems and options that can be exercised
by the program user and the results of sensitivity analyses using the
developed Parametric Study of Space Power Systems Fortran Computer
Program are presented in this section.
3. 1 SOLAR CELL POWER SYSTEM
The solar cell power system consists of the solar cell array power
conversion subsystem, the power conditioning subsystem (including batteries
for energy storage), the power distribution subsystem, and the vehicle inte-
gration.	 The solar cell power conversion subsystem can be an integral part
of the spacecraft surface or can be mounted on separate array structures
and deployed.
3. 1. 1	 Subsystem Description
The complete subsystem which uses solar cells for power conversion isP	 Y	 P
defined as the solar cell array power conversion subsystem (the "array").
The major components of a solar cell array power conversion subsystem
are:	 (1) solar cell panels,	 (2) deployment drive and controls, and (3) orien-
tation drive and control.	 The relationships between these components are
shown in Figure 3 . 1.	 A solar cell panel consists basically of cell modules
attached to the supporting panel structure.
	
The module is defined as that
portion of the panel containing the solar cells, cover glass, wiring inter-
connections, and substrate.	 The module contains solar cells arranged in
tht required parallel-series combinations to obtain the output voltage and
current, as well as reliability. 	 These arrangements of cells in parallel are
defined as the solar cell strings.
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Soler Cell Array Power Conversion Subsystem
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Panels that can be investigated (examples of which are shown in Figure 3-2)
are:
1. Flat panels (both rigid and flexible).
2. Cylindrical panels.
The flat panel type (Figure 3-2b) is presently being fabricated by all of the
solar cell array vendors. The panel is made up of one or more subpanels
folded into a compact arrangement for stowage during launch. After launch,
the subpanels are unfolded and the panels deployed. A flexible flat panel or
rollup array is shown in Figure 3-2a. These panels differ from rigid panels
mainly in the technique used for deployment and rigidization.
The rollup arrays are still being evaluated with respect to performance and
mission application. Rollup arrays, however, have the distinct advantage of
being easily stowed during launch and of undergoing repeated deployment and
stowage cycles during a mission.
An example of a cylindrical panel is shown in Figure 3-2c. The cylindrical
panel has been used extensively on many unmanned Earth satellites
(e. g., SYNCOM, INTELSTAT, Applications Technology Satellite) as well as
a number of interplanetary probes (iioneer). Cylindrical panels have been
designed for up to 1-kW power output. Because the cylindrical panels
usually form an integral part of the satellite structure, they may he fixed in
space or rotate along the cylinder axis. The major disadvantage of cylindri-
cal panels is their higher weight (ae compared to flat panels) for a given
power output.
The other portions of the array in Figure 3-1 are the deployment and the
orientation subsystems. The deployment drive and control erects a geo-
metrically stable configuration of the solar array on the spacecraft. It is
generally used only once for unmanned missions. Future manned missions,
however, may require that this system be used for repeated deployment and
stowage of the solar cell array. The orientation drive and control system
maintains the desired angle between the panels and the incoming solar radia-
tion without destroying the structural integrity of the array. Solar aspect
sensors are usually attached to some portion of the panels and are part of the
orientation system.
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xThe major parameters that are required to compute the performance and
characteristics of the solar cell array conversion subsystem are power level,
lk%unch date, mission duration, cell temperature, general loss factor,
environmental damage, and voltage level.
3. 1. 2 System Description
Solar cell power systems have been designed and successfully operated in
space for power ranges from a few hundred milliwatts to over a kilowatt.
Development is proceeding in sizes up to 50-kW power output. Solar cell
power systems use static energy conversion and are lightweight, simple,
and reliable in operation. Their major disadvantages are a degree of sensi-
tivity to the space environment (particle radiation, thermal radiation, and
`	 micrometeoroid) and their inability to operate in shadows. The major opera-
tional characteristics of the solar cell power system are given in Table 3- 1.
Two types of solar cells are considered: single-crystal silicon cell and the
thin-film cadmium sulfide (CdS) cell. The silicon cell has been in use on
operational solar cell arrays since 1957 and has been constantly upgraded in
performance and environmental resistance. Thin-film cells are being
developed and hold future promise for low cost, lightweight solar cell systems.
They are presently limited in ,application because of low efficiency and diffi-
culties in quality control during manufacturing processes.
The possible combinations of the subsystems that comprise a solar cell
power system are shown in Figure 3-3.
3. 1. 3 Application and Constraints
As indicated in the sections above, solar cell power systems have been used
on the majority of unmanned spacecraft Paunched by the United States. They
will, in all probability be a major competitor for selection as a power supply
for long-term manned space missions. A list of the constraints on the use
of this power system is given in Table 3-2.
1	 31
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Table 3 ­ 1
SOLAR CELL ]DOWER SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART
Item	 Value
Identification.
Applicable energy source
Conversion equipment
Heat rejection subsystem
Subsystems
Vehicle-Mission Application Range
Useful power level
Duration of mission
Types of spacecraft
Status (1967)
State of the art
Special problems
System Characteristics at 1 AU (1967)
Range of specific weight
Range of specific area
Range of specific volume
Range of specific production costs
Range of reliability
Performance Characteristics
Range of solar cell power system
efficiency
Silicon cells
Thin-film. CdS cells
Range of operating temperatures
Silicon cells
Thin-film CdS cells
Solar energy
Solar cells, silicon and thin-film CdS
Passive
Solar cell array, power conditioning,
power distribution, energy storage,
vehicle integration
Milliwatt s to 1,000 kW
0 to 5 years
Manned, unmanned orbital and
interplanetary between heliocentric
ranges equivalent to Mercury to
Jupiter
500 to 1, 000 kg/kWe
Reduction of cell and cover glass
weight
Ionizing particle radiation tempera-
ture extremes and thermal shock
Array deployment and orientation
500 to 1, 000 kg/kWe
35 to 140 m?/kWE
2to8m3
 /kWe
0.4 to 13 M$/kWe
0. 95 to 0. 98
1. 4 to 2. 0%
1.0 to 1.2%
75* to 45 0 ° K
75* to 3 70 ° K
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Table 3-2
SOLAR CELL POWER SYSTEM ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantages	 Disadvantages
1 System proved by use in apace	 Inability to operate in shadow (except
via the use of energy storage
subsystems)
2 High reliability achievable,
	 High temperature limits that prevent
static power conversion for both	 operation closer to the sun than
short and long-term missions 	 approximately 0. 2 AU
3 Power conversion subsystem
	 IOW
 values of the solar flux at dis-
efficiencies of approximately 10% tances greater than the orbit of Saturn
are present state of the art
	 require large array areas
4	 Excessive environmental damage
during prolonged exposure to the
asteroidal meteoroid belt (--2. 7 AU)
or caused by solar flare protons
rt,^
I
W
Gtr
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1
I
3. 1. 4 Computer Program and Sensitivity Analysis
The major elements of the solar cell power system computer program are
shown in Figure 3-4. A detailed listing of the various subsystems which
indicates the options that can be exercised in designing a solar cell power
system is shown in Table 3-3.
The results of actual runs on the computer are plotted to indicate the type of
data that can be generated by the program. The sensitivity of the power
system characteristics such as mass, as a function of launch date, mission
duration, and other mission constraints are shown in Figures 3-5  through 3-7.
j
3.2 THERMOELECTRIC: POWER SY5`I,EM
,f
The thermoelectric power system consists of the thermoelectric he wer
conversion subsystem, the energy source subsystem, the heat rejection
subsystem, the power conditioning; subsystem (including batteries for energy
stora.ge ), the power distribution subsystem, and integration of the power
system with the space vehicle.
3. 2. 1 Subs, , stem Description
The thermoelectric conversion subsystem consists of a thermoelectric
converter, heat source: and heat sink heat exchangers, and a control sub..
system. The thermoelectric converter is a static-energy conversion device
that is inherently reliable and compact. Three thermoelectric converter
types are considered: lead telluride PbTc), silicon germanium (SiGe), and
cascaded PbTe-SiGe.
p The basic thermoelectric converter configuration ' s shown in Figure 3-$a.
The converter is made up of a number of N- and P-type thermocouples
connected electrically in series-parallel arrays to yield the required power
level and voltage. Heat enters the junction bar in contact with N- and P-type
semicondv.ctors and ionizes pairs of electrons and holes in sufficient quantity
to cause electron pair flow to the cold end where a potential is produced
accross the arms of the cold junction. The thermoelectric conversion
efficiency depends on materials and hot and cold junc*. )n temperatures.
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Figure 3-4	 Solar Cell Power System Computer Program
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The compact converter is made up of closely packed thermocouples. The
hot and cold junctions of the converter are heated or cooled by convective
loops. The single-stage thermoelectric converter is shown in Figure 3-8b
and the cascaded PbTe-Site compact converter configuration is shown in
Figure 3-8d.
The direct-radiating thermoelectric converter is an integral part of the
radiating surface. The individual thermocouples are placed in intervals on
the radiator coolant loop piping. The thermocouples are cooled by individual
platelet type radiators that reject heat directly to space. The direct-radiating
cnfiguration for SNAP- l0A is shown in Figure 3 - 8c.
3. 2. 2 System Description
The combinations of the various subsystem and physl,-, al arrangement of the
subsystems that comprise a thermoelectric power system a: a shown in
Figure 3-9. Solar concentrator, isotope, or reactor heat sources can be
f
utilized. Heat rejection is performed either by dix ect-conduction radiator
or by a separate single-fluid-phase radiator loop. The characteristics and
range of values for the thermoelectric power system are shown in Ta. ►::le 3-4.
The direct-radiating (SNAP- 1 O type) and compact converter t:hermoelectriz
power system configurations are shown in Figure 3- 10a. In the direct-
radiating configuration, the reactor heat is transferred by the primary cool4.nt
to the thermocouples which are located on the converter tubes„ A portion of
this energy is converted into electricity in the couple and the remainder is
rejected directly to space by the platelet fins which are attached to the cold
side of each of the thermoelectric couples.
Fr
The converter may be a compact configuration which is heated by the reactor
primary transport loop. The cold side of the compact converter is cooled by
a separate single-phase radiator loop. The compact converter system is
shown in Figure 3 - l Ob.
The thermoelectric system configuration using a solar concentrator heat
source is shown in Figure 3- 11. Heat may be rejected to space directly
using the direct radiating converter, or the converter might be the compact
42
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Table 3-4
THERMOELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART
Item Value
Identification
Applicable energy source Solar,	 isotope,	 reactor
Heat rejection subsystems Direct radiation, convective
loop, heat pipe
Subsystems Conversion subsystem, heat source,
heat rejection, power conditioning,
power distribution, and integration
,s
Vehicle - mission application range
Useful power level 0 to 50 kWe
Duration of mission 0 to 10 years
Typ	 oes	 f spacecraft Manned, unmanned, Earth orbiting,
interplanetary
Status
State of the art SNAP-27 5% efficiency, 60W
Availability of support subsystems Large isotope heat source develop-
ment is lagging
System Characteristics
}	 Range of specific weight 50 to	 1, 000 kg/kWe
Range of specific area 5 to 12 m2/kWe
Range of specific production cost 0.5 to 5 M$/kWe
Range of reliability 0. 9 to 0. 999 for 1 year
Performance Data
Hot junction temperature 800° to 1, 300AK
Radiator temperature 4000 to 700°K
Range of system efficiency 1 to 8%
I
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Figure 3-11 Typical Solar Thermoelectric Generator Configuration
un.t which utilizes a separate radiator loop. The isotope thermoelectric
configuration is similar to the SNAP- 19 and SNAP-27 converters (Fig-
ure 3-12). The thermoelectric couples surround the central isotope fuel
block. Heat is rejected to space by the cylinder surface and added fins.
Large isotope heat sources may also be separated from the converter in a
manner similar to that shown in Figure 3-10.
3.2.3 Applications and C onstr aint s
The advantages and disadvantages of the thermoelectric power system ,are
surmnarized in Table 3-5. Because of low converter efficiency, isotope
thermoelectric systems are limited to power levels below approximately
10 kW*e. The isotope fuels are limited in avaiiability and are consequently
expensive.
Reactor and solar concentrator thermoelectric systems could be used for
systems up to 50 kWe. Beyond this power level the heat source, shield and
radiator weights become much heavier than alternate power systems.
A6
R aw"+w`^`	 s	 M Rtf
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Table 3-5
THERMOELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM ADVANTAGES
AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantage s	 Disadvantages
i	 Completely static system.	 System efficiency of I to 876
2	 A well-developed converter technology High radiator requirements
exists. A compatible heat source
	
due to low efficiency and low
exists	 radiating temperatures
3	 Inherent high reliability	 Heavier shield required due to
the larger heat source which is
the result of the low efficiency
4	 Low heat source temperature
	 Current materialR are limited
to temperatures o f  1, 200 ° K
r^
11,
4
. 1.4 1' 91 ''.	 ,:.► 1V.,I
Pu HEAT SOURCE
	
PbTe THERMOELECTRIC ELEMENTS
Fir,k1re 3-1.2 Isotope I'licrmo electric Cenfiguration
3. 2. 4 Computer Program and Sensitivity Analysis
A detailed listing of the various subsystems that indicates the options which
can be exercised in designing a thermoelectric power system is given in
Table 3-6. The indicator flag (IF) designation is used as input data for the
computer program to select and use the correct subprograms for design of
the power system. The top-level flow network o`' the thermoelectric system
	 r
computer program is shown in Figure 3- 13 and typical results of computer
runs made on the thermoelectric system are presented in Figures 3-14
through 3-20.
The compact thermoelectric power system mass versus radiator temperature
for a Pu-238 isotope heat source and a 10, 000-hour mission in the 1985 time
	 4•
period is shown in Figure 3- 14. The system configuration is similar to that 1
of Figure 3- 101) with the isotope fuel block replacing the reactor. Heat
rejection is by a separate single-fluid-phase radiator. The PbTe hot junction
temperature is 847°K. The corresponding radiator area is shown in Fig-
ure 3- 15. The component sires for a 5-1cWe system are plotted in Figure 3- 16
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Figure 3-13 Thermoelectric Power System Computer Program
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and it is seen that the mass of the isotope fuel block and shield represents
over half of the total power system mass.
The variation o!i mass for a 5-kWe isotope PbTe thermoelectric system with
a direct-radiating radiator is shown in Figure 3-17. The direct-radiating
radiator power system configuration is somewhat lighter because the fluid
loop is eliminated and the temperature drop between the cold junction and
the radiator no longer exists. The compact converter places the conversion
process in one location for ewsier maintenance and integration.
The variation in power system mass with calendar year is shown in Fig-
ure 3-18. The mass decreases with time because of advances in the PbTe
converter efficiency expected in the future.
The cycle efficiency of the PbTe, SiGe, and cascaded SiGe-PbTe compact
converter devices is shown in Figure 3- 19 as a function of radiator temper-
ature. There is approximately a 20°K temperature drop between the cold
juncti on of the compact converter and the inlet coolant temperature of the
radiator. The PbTe system can produce competitive efficiency while oper-
ating at a hot junction temperature (840 °K) which is closer to reactor and
isotope heat source state-of-the-art tempfratures. The mass of a 10-kWe
PbTe system as a function of mission duration and type of heat source is
shown in Figure 3-2U. The SNAP-8 type reactor and Co-60 and Pu-238
isotopes are used as heat sources.
3. 3 THERMIONIC POWER SYSTEM
The thermionic power conversion ,, ystem consists of the thermionic power
conversion subsystem, the energy source subsystem, the heat rejection
subsystem, the power conditioning subsystem (including batteries for energy
storage), the power distribution subsystem, and integration - ►f the power
system with the space vehicle. The thermionic power conversion subsystem
can be in direct contact with the heat source (in core reactor thermionic
systems) or may be heated by a separate heat transfer loop. The heat
isotope thermionic systems) or may be heated by a separate heat transfer
loop. The heat generated by the heat source for the integral converter sub-
system is transferred by direct conduction or radiation to the converters
which are mounted directly on the ouiside surface of the heat source.
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3. 3. 1 Subsystem Description
the thermionic conversion subsystem consists of a converter array, heat
sink heat exchanger, cesiurn reservoir, and control subsystem. Th:
thermionic converter is a static device and consists cf two electrodes
spaced by a ceramic insulator. A cesiun: plasma fills the hiterelectrode
a
space. Two leads connect the electrodes to the power termira?.s. As heat
is applied to the emitter (cathode), electrons migrate across the inter-
electrode trap to the collector (anode', thereby creating a current in the
circuit. The newer density production of state- of-the-art converters varies
between 2 and 20 W,,'crn2
 with corresponding efficiencies of 8 to 15% as the
emitter temperature is increased from 1, 600°K to 2, 0WE. The converters
are electrically connected in a series-parallel arrangement for high reliability
and to obtain the desired voltage and current characteristics.
The emitter of a typical converter, as shown in Figure 3-21, is made up of
a refractory metal such as tungsten or rhenium and is nominally operated at
a temperature of 1, 600 0
 to 2 1 000 0 K. The collector is made of a refractory
metal such as molybdenum or niobium. The cesium vapor in the inter-
electrode sr)ace is held at pressures of the order of 1 to 10 mm Hg. The
cesium pressure is maintained at the desired level by connecting the
interelectrode space te, a cesium reservoir that contains a two-phase mixture
of a cesium vapor and cesium liquid. The temperature of the reservoir and
hence the cesium pressure is thermostatically controlled.
The major parameters that are required to compute the performance and
characteristics of the thermionic conversion subsystem are power level,
launch date, mission duration, radiator temperature, redundancy factor,
and voltage level.
3. 3.2 System Description
The possible combinations of subsystems that comprise a thermionic power
system are shown in Figure 3-22. In-core and out-of-core reactor, isotope-
fueled, and solar concentrator thermionic power systems shown in Fig-
ure 3-23 can be con`?gured and analyzed. The out-of-core reactor system
as reported by General Electric (STAR-R) consists of a, compact cylindrical
fast-spectrum nuclear reactor surrounded by modular thermionic converters
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which reject heat directly to space from the collector-radiators (Figure 3-23a).
The system has the potential of high reliability because it uses no heat trans-
port fluid or dynamic machinery.
The typical in-core thermionic reactor is shown in Figure 3-23b. The
converter-fuel elements are arranged in an equilateral triangular array
parallel to the axis of the cylindrical reactor vessel. Each fuel element,
which contains up to 24 converters connected in series, is connected in
series-parallel electrical assemblies to yield the required electrical power
level, voltage, and reliability. The electrical leads from each assembly
are manifolded to the busbar that penetrates the shell at the lower end of the
reactor. The thermionic converters of each fuel element have a common
cesium reservoir in a chamber at the tip of the fuel element. The converters
are supplied from a manifold that runs the length of the fuel element. The
^.	 cesium tanks extend into an insulated compartment at the top of the vessel
where they are cooled by an external radiator circuit.
A schematic diagram of an isotope-thermionic generator is shown in
Figure 3-23c. The thermal input to the generator is provided by the decay
of radioisotope fuel that is encapsulated in a cylindrical fuel block. In the
figure, the thermionic converters face the lateral surface of the fuel block.
Heat is transferred from the fuel-block surface to the converters by radiation.
Stacked-foil insulation is used to shield thermally the fuel block surface area
that does not radiate directly to the converters. Waste heat from the
converters is rejected to space from the generator. In some cases, fins are
required to augment the heat-rejection capability of the shell. A solar-
thermionic system which illustrates the relative arrangement of the various
components is shown in Figure 3-23d. The thermionic generator is mounted
at the focal point of the paraboloid concentrator by rigid support arms. The
sun's heat which is intercepted by the concentrator is directed to the
generator cavity.
The nominal characteristics and range of values for the thermionic power
system are shown in Table 3-7.
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Table 3-7
THERMIONIC POWER SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART (page 1 of 2)
Item	 Value
Identification
Applicable energy source
Heat rejection subsystems
Subsystem
Vehicle - mission application range
Useful power level
Duration of mission
Types of spacecraft
Solar, isotope, reactor
Direct radiation, single -phase-fluid
radiator loop
Conversion subsystem, heat source,
heat r e j e ctiun, power conditioning,
power distribution, energy storage,
integration with the vehicle
100W to megawatts
Days to years
Manned, unmanned, Earth orbiting,
interplanetary
Status
State of the art
Availability of support subsystems
Special problems
Power density from 2 to 20 W/cm2
Efficiency 12 to 20% 3, 000-hr
MTBF
Require high-temperature isotope
heat block and reactor development
Integration of heat source and diodes
Thermal insulators and electrical
conductors in nuclear environment
System Characteristics
Range of specific weight
Range of specific area
Range of specific production cost
Range of reliability
25 to 500 kg/kWe
0.2 to 1.0 m2/kWe
1 to 10 $M/kWe
0. 9 to 0. 999 for 1 year
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Table 3-7  (page 2 of 2)
Item	 Value
Performance Data
Cathode temperature
	 1, 600 ° to 2, 000•K
Anode temperature
	 900 ° to 1, 400 °K
Diode type W, Re emitter; Mo, Ni collector
Range of system efficiency 5 to 16%
51	3. 3. 3 Application and Constraints
The advantages and disadvantages of thermionic power systems are listed in
Table 3-8. Nuclear reactors should be considered for large power levels
because of the limited availability and high cost of isotopes and the physical
dimension limitations of solar concentrator heat sources. The thermionic
(TI) system rejects heat at high temperature and therefore the system is
suited for interplanetary trajectories that pass close to the sun.
One of the major constraints of the thermionic system is the development of a
reliable, high-temperature heat source, conductors, thermal and electrical
insulators.
3. 3. 4 Computer Program and Sensitivity Analysis
A detailad listing of the various subsystems which indicates the options
1	 that can be exercised in designing a thermionic power system is shown in
Table 3-9. The IF designation is used as input data for the computer program
to select and use the correct subprograms for designing the power system.
The top-level flow network of the thermionic power system computer program
is shown in Figure 3-24 and typical results of computer runs made on the
thermionic power system are presented in Figures .1 -•25 to 3-31. The curves
indicate the sensitivity of the power system to parameters such as launch
date, power level, radiator temperature, type of heat source, and type of
radiator. The thermionic program includes developed subroutines for
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Table 3-8
THERMIONIC POWER SYSTEM ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantages	 Disadvantages
1	 Completely static system and no	 System temperatures exceeding
rotating machinery required	 1, 500 °K are required for minimal
system efficiencies
2	 Inherent high reliability
3	 Low radiator area due to high
heat rejection temperatures and
reasonable system efficiency
4	 Technology can be extended to
higher temperatures, thus
increasing system efficiency
5	 Not greatly affected by solar
nuclear radiation and thermal
radiation
High-temperature insulation
problem
Maintenance cannot be easily
performed on the conversion
unit
Radiator requires preheating
r
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Figure 3-24 Thermionic Power System Computer Program
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reactor, isotope, and solar concentrator heat sources; direct- radiating
and single-fluid - - phase radiators, de power conditioning; ac, dc,
and combined ac-dc power distribution, battery energy storage and vehicle
integration penalties. The program also includes an option that iterates
radiator temperature in five steps over a range to permit tradeoff comparisons.
The thermionic power system mass versus radiator temperature for a Pu-238
isotope heat source us: ng a separate cooling loop and for a 1-year mission in
the 1985 time period is shown in Figure 3-25. The converter emitter
temperature is 1, 676 0K. The corresponding radiator area is shown in
Figure 3 -26. The component sizes for a 10-kWe system are plotted in Fig-
ure 3-27 and it is seen that the mass of the isotope fuel block and shield
represents a major portion of the total power system mass.
The characteristics of a 10-kWe isotope thermionic case with a direct-
radiating radiator instead of the single-fluid-phase radiator are shown in
Figure 3-28. The direct-radiation radiator power system configuration is
somewhat lighter because the fluid loop is eliminated and the temperature
drop between the collector and the radiator no longer exists.
The variation in power system size with calendar year is shown in Fig-
ure 3-29. The system mass decreases with time because of advances in the
thermionic converter efficiency.
The efficiency of thermionic power system is shown in Figure 3-30 as a
function of radiator temperature. A 20 0K temperature drop between the
collector and the coolant .radiator inlet temperature is assumed.
The mass of a 10-kWe system as a function of mission duration and type of
heat sours e is shown in Figure 3-31. The fast-spectrum reactor and Cm-244
and Pu-238 isotopes are used as heat sources.
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1	 3.4 FUEL CELL POWER SYSTEM
The fuel cell power system consists of the fuel cell power conversion
subsystem, the reactant energ source subsystem, the power conditioningY	 Y	 P	 8
subsystem (including batteries for energy storage), the power distribution
subsystem, and vehicle integration. Both hydrogen-oxygen and storable
reactant fuel cells are being developed or are in the technology development
phase. The fuel cell power system can be used as the primary power system
for short-duration missions or an emergency power system for long-duration
missions.
3. 4. 1 Subsystem DescriptioniM	 The hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell power conversion subsystem consists of one
or more fuel cell modules. The fuel cell module consists of the fuel cell
elements or electrodes, electrolyte, controls, instrumentation, and a housing
that contains the fuel cell elements and controls. The three major fuel cell
subsystems that are being developed as classified by electrodes are ( 1) the
General Electric ionic membrane type, (2) the Pratt and Whitney sintered
nickel electrode type, and (3) the Allis Chalmers asbestos matrix electrode
type. A schematic diagram of typical fuel cell electrodes is shown in
Figure 3-32. The fuel cell electrodes are assembled into stacks and the
stacks assembled with the controls, instrumentation, and housing to form the
'	 fuel cell module.
The hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell module consumes approximately 0. 45 kg of
reactants for each kilowatt hour and the lower theoretical limit is
0. 286 kg/kWh. The specific mass of the fuel cell module is approximately
36. 4 kg/kW.
A specific H2 -0 2
 fuel cell power conversion subsystem that has been man-
rated is the General Electric Gemini fuel cell. The Gemini fuel cell module
uses an acidic electrolyte in the form of a membrane. The membrane is a
10-mil-thick sheet of polymer that has been chemically treated with
polystyrene- sulphonic acid to provide conductivity of the hydrogen ions from
`	 the anode to the cathode. The electrodes, which are about 6-mil thick, are
made of an expanded metal screen. The screen is treated with a catalyst
and materials to resist bending and wetting. The electrodes are located on
77
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each side of the electrolyte membrane to form the anode and cathode.
Byproduct water is removed through a system of wicks attached to the
collector at the oxygen electrode.
	 The wicks conduct the water from the
cathode to an absorbent chamber by capillary action.
	 The cell operates at
approximately 1-atm pressure and temperature of 290 0
 to 3170K.
Storable reactant fuel cells are bein , * ,
 investigated at present mainly for
ground-based power applications.	 Fo. space applications,
	 storable reactants
are reformed and decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen respectively, whichr
are then supplied to a conventional type H 2 -0 2 fuel cell.	 Typical reactants
that are considered for the storable reactant type fuel cell are Aerozine
(which is hydrazine (N 2 H4 ) and 50% UDMH (C 2 H 6N 2H 2 ) by weight) and nitrogen
tetroxide (N2 0 4 ).	 The estimated weight of the equipment to convert the
Aerozine and nitrogen tetroxide to hydrogen and oxygen is 18 kg/kWe. 	 The
conversion of Aerozine to hydrogen is 95% efficient while the conversion of
nitrogen tetroxide to oxygen is approximately 75% efficient.
	
At 100 0,10 operating
efficiency, 0. 695 kg of oxygen are generated for each kilogram of nitrogen
tetroxide and 0. 0784 kg of hydrogen for each kilogram of Aerozine.
3. 4. 2	 System Description
A hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell power system for the Apollo spacecraft that
consists of the various subsystem is shown in Figure 3-33 and the major
operational characteristics of the fuel cell power system are given in
Table 3- 10.	 The fuel cell power system configurations that can be investi-
gated are shown in Figure 3-34..U,
Fuel cell power systems have been designed and successfully operated in
space for power levels up to 2 kW. Development is proceeding in sizes up to
5-kW power output. The General Electric and Pratt Whitney fuel celldesigns{
have weight-to-power ratios of 32 to 85 kg/kWe at conversion efficiencies
all
ranging from 50 to 60 %. 	In the development of the Allis Chalmers asbestos
membrane type fuel cell, 20, 000 hr of testing has been completed on 21
different assemblies.	 The major objectives of the current work on the
Allis Chalmers fuel cell system are to lower the parasitic power requirements,
to reduce temperature differences between the fuel cell and the radiator, and
to increase reliability.	 The elimination of circulating helium to provide
79
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Table _-10
FUEL CELL POWER SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART
Item Value
Identification
Applicable energy source(s) H2-02, Aerozine, and nitrogen tetroxide
Heat rejection subsystems Direct radiation, secondary loop, heat
pipe
Subsystems Chemical reactant heat source, fuel cell
power conversion subsystem, heat
rejection, power conditioning, power
distribution, and integration with the
space vehicle
Vehicle-Mission Application Range
Useful power level 50 We to approximately 50 kWe
Duration of mission 1 day to several months
Type of spacecraft Both manned and unmanned
Status of Fuel Cell Subsystem
(one module)
State of the art 32 to 75 kg/kWe, 500 to 2, 000-hr
MTBF (H2-02)
38 to 93 kg/kWe (storable reactant fuel
cells for 1972)
Special problems Electrode and electrolyte degradation
System Characteristics (Nominal 3. 5-KW system,	 2, 500 to
12, 600 kWh, 30 to 150 days mission
duration)
Range of specific mass 4 to 15 kg/kWh
Range of specific area 5 to 10 m2/kWe
Range ofs ecific system
volume (3) -3	 -3	 35. 6	 10x	 to 21 x 10
	 m /kWh
Range of Reliability 0. 5 to 0.95 up to 2000 hr
Range of specific cost 1. 19 to 2. 12 $K/kWh(production)
Performance Characteristics
Range of subsystem efficiency
	
50 to 75% H 2 -02 fuel cell1	 30% storable reactant fuel cell
Range of specific reactant	 0.43 to 0. 53 kg/kWh (H 2 -02 ,system)
consumption	 1. 3 to 2. 1 kg/kWh (storable system)
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convective cooling has led to a reduction in the parasitic power drain and
improvements in cold-plate design are expected to reduce temperature
differences between the module and the heat rejection radiator. Hydrogen-
oxygen fuel cell systems require approxiMately 1 m of radiator area in
Earth orbit for each kiloviatt of power.
3, 4, 3 Applications and Constraints
The fuel cell power system can be used as the primary power system for
short-duration missions or as an emergency power system for long-duration
missions. Hydrogen-oxygen fuel c,;lls have received the major share of
attention anci funding because of their high operating efficiency, low weight,
and relative simplicity. The general range of application for the H2-02 fuel
cell is for space missions lasting from 1 day to months at power levels
from 0. 05 to 20 KWe. The H 2 -02
 fuel cell has been or will be used for the
Gemini, Apollo, and MOL space veb. cles. Further advances in H 2 -02 fuel
cell technology are planned in spite of the disadvantages of large volume
reactant storage:.
Storable reactant fuel cells have the potential advantages of low tankage
weight and minimum venting requirements but at present are nct coma;etitive
with hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell systems for space applications. Technical
problems such as byproduct removal and deterioration of electrodes and
electrolytes have to be solved. However, continued research for terrestrial
uses is likely to produce advances that may be applied to storable reactant
cells for spacecraft.
The advantages and disadvantages of the fuel cell power system are presented
in Table 3- 11.
3. 4+ 4 Computer Program and Sensitivi ty Ana lys i s
The top-level flow network for the fuel cell power system showing the
calculational order of the computer is presented in Figure 3-35. A detailed
listing of the various subsystems which indicate the option3 that can be
exercised in designing a fuel cell power system is shown in Table 3-12. The
IF designation is uaed as input data for the computer program to select and
use the correct subp-ograms for designing the power system. Typical
characteristics of the fuel cell power system resulting from computer program
runs are shown in Figures 3-36 to 3-38+
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Table 3-11
FUEL CELL POWER SYSTEM ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantages	 Disadvantages
P. 2 -0 ? Fuel Cell System
1 High efficiency	 High weight associated with cryogenic
or gaseous storage of H 2
 and 0 2 for
mission
Flight type and two systems are 	 Not applicable for environments (such
flight qualified
	
as close approach to the sun) that have
heat sink temperatures above 370° to
470°K
3 Can be used as primary or	 Lifetime of fuel cell module is
emergency power system	 approximately 2, 000 hours
Storable Reactant Fuel Cell
1 Has the potential of lower system
weight than H 2 - 0 2 fuel cell for
long-time storage applications
2
3
Reactant requirements are in the
range of 3 to 4 times the specific
reactant consumption rate of H2-02
fuel cells
Not as efficient. as H 2 - 02 fuel
cell system
Are in the preliminary development
phase and availability for potential
space use is estimated to be in the
post-1972 period
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Figure 3-35 Fuel Cell Power System Computer Program
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3. 5 PRIMARY BATTERY POWER SYSTEM
The battery power system consists of the primary battery power conversion
subsystem, the power conditioning subsystem, the power distribution sub-
system, and vehicle integration. The primary batteries can be placed within
the spacecraft or can be contained in an extravehicular structure if some
means of controlling battery temperature is included in this structure.
3. 5. 1 Subsystem Description
A battery cell is defined as that physical unit discharging at the minimum
potential of a chemical oxidation- reduction reaction (Redox couple). Cells
up to 100 ampere-hours are presently under development. Battery cells are
often arranged it, series (to increase overall output voltage) or parallel (to
	 W
increase overall output current). These arrangements are termed battery 	
x
rnodules, an example of wh..:h is shown in Figure 3-39a. Battery' modules
often contain standby cells to improve module reliability. Modules, in turn,
are connected in series until the desired output voltage is achieved. 'Phis
combination of modules is defined as the battery shown. in Figure 3-39b.
Batteries are also combined in series/parallel combinations until the
desired levels of output voltage and current are attained. Additional standby
batteries are often added to this combination to improve reliability. This
combination of on-line and standby batteries in a series-parallel arrangement 	
1
constitutes the p imary battery subsystem or battery stack. A schematic of
the battery stack is shown in Figure 3-39c.
Many chemical Redox couples have been tested as potential batteries. A
large number are now undergoing exploratory research for future applications.
These couples include such types as the metal-air batteries, thermal batteries,
nonaqueous electrolyte batteries, and low-temperature batteries. At this
stage of development, however, insufficient data are available for assessing
their true worth in a space power system. For this reason, the primary
battery examined herein will be restricted to one which has proven itself in
the space program over the past years; i. e. , the sealed, automatically
activated silver-zinc battery. This battery also has been undergoing a steady
development program to improve performance after sterilization. Per-
formance has improved from a discharge capacity retention of 60% (after
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sterilization) in the early 1960's to a retention of approximately 9516 at
the present. ,
Batteries are classified either as primary types that consume the active
material and cannot be recharged effectively or as secondary batteries that
undergo reversible chemical reactions and can be operated through a number
of charge-discharge cycles. Some chemical Redox couples can be used as
either a primary or secondary type, depending on the design and construction 	
w
of the battery and the mission requirements.
The major parameters that are required to compute the performance and
characteristics of the primary battery subsystem are power level, launch
date, mission duration, number of on-line and standby units, and voltage
level,
3. 5. 2 System Description
The battery power system consists of the battery power conversion subsystem,
do conditioning subsystem, distribution subsystem, and integration with the
space vehicle. Batteries have been used on most of the spacecraft launched
by the United States. In particular they have been used as a primary power
system on Mercury, early Gemini, Thor, Delta, Atlas, Titan, and Saturn
vehicles, Secondary batteries have been used (along with a primary solar
cell power subsystem) on most of the satellities and space probes.
The combinations of the various subsystems and physical arrangement of
subsystems that comprise a primary battery power system are shown in
Figure 3-40, A briefing chart of the power system characteristics and
performance is given in Table 3-13.
3, 5. 3 Applications and Constraints
As indicated in Section 3. 5. 2, one area of application of primary battery
M
power systems is in launch vehicles and low mission duration spacecraft.
These include such types as Mercury and early Gemini as well as a future
orbital ferry vehicle. Primary batteries are also useful for emergency
power applications. A list of the advantages and disadvantages of t7his power
system is given in Table 3-14.
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Table 3-13
BRIEFING CHART
PRIMARY BATTERY POWER SYSTEM
(AgZn)
Item
	 Value
Identification
Applicable energy source	 Chemical	 a
Subsystems	 Battery subsystem, power condi-
tioning, ,power distribution, and
integration with the space vehicle
Vehicle-Mission Application Range
Useful power level
	 1OW to 10 kW
Duration of mission
	
0 to 200 hours
Types of spacecraft
	 Manned, unmanned, orbital,
interplanetary
Status (1967)
State of the art	 IOW to 3 kW
Availability of sul ort	 Adequate
subsystems
Special problems	 Seals, separator materials;
gassing, cooling
System Characteristics (1967)
Range of energy density	 1 to 75 Whr/kg
Range of volumetric energy	 (0. 015 to 1. 5) x 10 5 Whr/m3
Range of reliability	 >0. 99999 (1 to 100 hours)
Range of specific production costs 	 $2 to $150/Whr
Sterilization capacity retention	 95% of energy density
Performance Characteristics (1967)
Range of operating	 290° to 305°K
temperature
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3. 5. 4 Computer Program and Sensitivity Analysis
A detailed listing of the various subsystems that indicate the options to be
exercised in designing a primary battery power system is shown in
Table 3 -15. The IF de signation i s used a s input data for the compute r
program to select and use the correct subprograms for designing the power
system. The top-level flow network for the primary,
 battery power system
computer program is shown in Figure 3-41. Typical results of actual runs
on the computer are plotted in Figures 3-42 to 3-44. The sensitivities of
the power system characteristics such as mass as a function of launch date,
mission duration, power level, and other mission constraints are shown.
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Table 3-15
PRIMARY BATTERY POWER SYSTEM
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
r
	
Advantages	 Disadvantages
1	 Proven space power system
	 Temperature control required
during discharge
2	 High operation. : eliability
	 Discharge rate limitations
3	 High standby reliability (up to
	 Limited operational mission
5 years) for remotely
	 duration
activated systems
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Figure 3-41 Primary Battery Power System Computer Program
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3. 6 BRAYTON CYCLE POWER SYSTEM
The Brayton cycle power system consists of the Brayton cycle power
conversion subsystem, energy source subsystem, heat rejection subsystem,
power conditioning subsystem (including batteries for energy storage),
power distribution subsystem, and the vehir.le integration subsystem. The
heat generated by the heat source for the Brayton cycle power conversion
subsystem is radiated directly to the Brayton cycle heat source heat exchanger.
The heated working gas then drives the turbine which drives the alternator
and compressor. Waste heat is normally rejected to a liquid coolant loop
which transports the heat to a space radiator but the heat may also be removed
by having the argon working fluid flow directly through the radiator.
3. 6. 1 Subsystem Description
A typical packaged Brayton cycle power conversion subsystem is shown in
Figure 3-45. The Brayton cycle power conversion subsystem consists of
one or more modules on the line, in standby and in reverse as replacement
niodules for modules that wear out. The relationship between the on line,
standby and wearout modules is discussed in further detail in Section 3. 7. 1.
The major components of the Brayton cycle module are the combined rotating
unit (turbine, alternator, and compressor), the heat source heat exchanger,
recuperator, heat sink heat exchanger, and accessories. The Brayton cycle
conversion subsystem shown in Figure 3-45 is rated at 5. 5-kWe output at
the alternator output and two modules are employed in the conceptual design
of an isotope Brayton cycle power system for MORL. The temperature of the
argon gas is raised from 920 0 to 1, 165 0K in its passage through the heat
source heat exchanger. The combined rotating unit design is based on a tur-
bine efficiency of 87. 3% and a compressor efficiency of 80%. Operation of
the combined rotating unit at 64, 000 rpm results in an optimum pressure of
12. 2 N/cm2 (17. 7 psia) at the compressor inlet. Gas expansion through the
turbine expands 88% of the total heat developed by the compressor; the
remainder is alloted to pressure drop through heat exchanger components
and ducts.
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Figure 3-45 Brayton Cycle Power Conversion Subsystem
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The most critical component in the Brayton cycle power conversion subsystem
is the combined rotating unit (CRU). The CRU consists of a compressor, a
turbine, and an alternator mounted on a single rotating shaft. The shaft is
supported on gas-lubricated journal and thrust bearings. The major ^mphasis
in Brayton cycle development programs is in increasing turbine inlet temper-
ature and component efficiencies and reducing sensitivity of the gas bearings
to thermal distortions of the turbomachinery. The latter problem is coupled
to the more general one of packaging the system in an acceptable thermal
design, in which the hot turbine is isolated from other system elements to
minimize thermal gradients around the bearings.
3. 6. 2 System Description
A 'typical Brayton cycle power system that consists of an isotope heat source,
power conversion subsystem, radiator, power conditioning subsystem, and
power distribution subsystem is shown in Figure 3-46. In the MORL design,
two 20-kWt Pu-238 isotope heat blocks and a Brayton power conversion sub-
system ( two 5. 5-kWe modules) are designed to generate 11 kWe of power at
the alternator terminals.
The Pu-238 isotope fuel is contained within a fuel block, configured for heat
transfer by radiation to a surrounding heat exchanger of the associated
+
Brayton cycle conversion subsystem. Each of the two fuel blocks is designed
to produce a thermal power output of 20 kWt at the end of a 5 - year mission.
This output corresponds to an initial installed capacity of 21 kWt when isotope
decay is considered. The fuel-block surface operates at a maximum temper-
..
ature of 1, 255°K, ai.d uses radiative heat transfer across an effective surface
area of 0. 88 m2
 for each fuel block.
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The combinations of the various subsystems that can be used to design a
Brayton cycle power system r,; a shown in Figure 3-47, Brayton cycle
conversion subsystems can be coupled with three types of heat sources; of
these, the isotope source has received the most attention (the selected power
system on the NASA/MORL space vehicle). The mode of heat rejection
shown in Figure 3-47 are considered practical for use with the Brayton cycle
system; however, heat pipes are also being investigated. Table 3-16 shows
the characteristics of the Brayton cycle.
NASA-Lewis is presently assembling ground test hardware for a 2- to 10-kWe
Brayton cycle space power system that could be used with a 30-ft solar mirror
or a Pu-238 isotope heat source. Tess of the isotopically heated power unit
are presently scheduled for 1971 in Lewis' Space Propulsion Facility, now
under construction at the Plum Brook Station near Sandusky, Ohio. To date,
NASA-Lewis has awarded contracts totaling approximately $7 million for
various non-nuclear components of the conversion syb-.em.
3. 6. 3 Applications and Constraints
The Brayton cycle power system offers compact design and high efficiency at
power levels of 3 to 100 kWe. Operational constraints are caused by the
large radiator area resulting from the relatively low heat rejection tempera-
ture, the reliability of the CRU still has to be demonstrated because of the
critical nature of the gas lubricated bearings, and the sensitivity of the cycle
efficiency to component degradation performances such as turbine and com-
pressor efficiencies. The Brayton cycle power system is applicable for
Earth orbital and interplanetary manned and unmanned space missions in
the post-1972 time period. The Brayton cycle power system can utilize an
isotope, nuclear reactor, or solar concentrator energy source. The
advantages and disadvantages of the Brayton cycle power system are shown
in Table 3-17.
3. 6. 4 Computer Program and Sensitivity Analysis
A detailed listing of the various subsystems that indicate the options which
can be exercised in designing a Brayton cycle power system is shown in
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Table 3 -16
BRAYTON-CYCLE POWER SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART
Item	 Value
Identification
Application energy source	 Solar concentrator, isotope,
reactor
Heat rejection imbsyste:ms	 Gaseous and liquid loop radia-
tors, heat pipF;s
Subsystems	 Heat source, conversion sub-
system, heat rejection, power
conditioning, power distribu-
tion, and integration with space
vehicle
Vehicle mission application range
Useful power :level	 2 to 100 kWe
Duration of mission	 Days to years
Types of spacecraft
	
	 Manned, unmanned, Earth
orbiting, interplanetary
Status
State of the art	 Not available on production
basis; NASA-Lewis to perform
ground test on system in post-
1971 time period.
Availability of support 	 Requires high-temperature
subs ,, stems	 heat source development`
Special problems
	
	 10, 000-hour operational life
has to be demonstrated, fuel
block design requires refrac-
tory metals for high tempera-
ture operation
System characteristics
Range of specific mass 480 to 1000 kg/kWe
Range of specific radiator area 10 to 50 m2/kWe
Range of specific ,volume 1 to 5 m3/kWe
Range of specific production cost 0.2 to 4 M$/kWe
Range of reliability 0.934 to 0.994 for 1 yr.
Performance data
Turbine	 rinlet te^ZZpe ature 900	 to 1, 440 *K .
Range of efficiency 10 to 3576
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Table 3-17
BRAYTON CYCLE POWER SYSTEM
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantages	 Disadvantages
1. Inert gas working fluid pre-
cludes corrosion.
2. Single-phase working fluid
eliminates phase separation in
a zero-g environment.
3. Power level easily increased
by raising operating pressure
level.
1. Large radiator area leads to
a large specific mass.
2. 10, 000-hour life tests have
to be performed.
3. Cycle efficiency is sensitive
to pressure losses in system
and operating efficiencies of
turbine and compressor.
4. A developed technology suggests
	 4. Close approach to the sun or
a short development time and
	 high heat sink temperaturesG	 low cost.	 above approximately 3 20 ° K
results in low efficiency,
w	 high radiator area, and high
weight.
5. Refractory metals are
rc-, ,aired for the design of the
design of the isotope fuel
block and heat source heat
exchanger for the high operat-
ing temperatures.
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Table 3-18. The IF designation is used as input data for the computer
program to select and use the correct subprograms for the design of the
power system. The top-level flow network of the Brayton cycle power
system indicating the calculational procedure in the computer program is
shown in Figure 3-48.
Typical results of the computer runs made on the Brayton cycle power
system are presented in Figures 3-49, 3-50, and 3-51. 	 The Brayton cycle
program includes subroutines for the heat source, power conversion, heat
rejection, power conditioning, power distribution,
	 energy storage, and
integrate -)n with the vehicle.
	 The program also includes the subroutine that
iterates radiator exit temperature in five steps over a range to permit trade-
off comparisons.	 The subsystems that were used to perform the runs are
an isotope heat source,	 an integrated FC-75 single-phase - fluid
radiator, an ac power conditioning subsystem, and an ac-dc power distribu-
tion subsystem.	 Curves of power system mass versus calendar year for
several combinations of on-line and standby conversion modules are shown
in Figure 3-49.
	 The design power level for the user subsystems in 20 kWe.
The power conversion subsystem alternator output is 29. 4 kWe for a
1975 launch and two power conversion modules on line.
	
The added power
is needed to compensate for power conditioning and distribution losses.
The radiator exit temperature is 333°K for these curves.
	 The improvement :f
a
shown with time is a result of advances in the projected values of components
and subsystem characteristics such as weight and efficiency.
Typical curves of power system mass versus radiator temperature are
shown in Figure 3-50 for a 1-year mission in 1985.
	 The power conversion
subsystem comprises one module on the line and two modules in the standby
mode.	 The corresponding radiator area is also shown in Figure 3-51.
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Figure 3-48 Brayton Cycle Power System Computer Program
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3, 7 RANKINE CYCLE' POWER SYSTEM
The Rankine cycle power conversion system includes the power conversion
subsystem, the energy source subsystem, the heat rejection subsystem, the
power conditioning subsystem ( alternating current), the power distribution
subsystem, and integration with the space vehicle. Equipment required to
integrate the power conversion system with the spacecraft includes the booms
for separation of reactor, isotope, and solar concentrator heat sources from
the spacecraft, the shrouds, and the inter stage sections that protect the
power system during launch.
Three working fluids have been included in the Rankine cycle space power
development program: (1) mercury, (2) alkali metals (potassium), and
(3) organic fluids (Dowtherm). Distinct technologies are being developed
around each of these working fluids because of the material requirements
and the thermodynamic properties of the fluids. Thus, the mercury and
alkali metal systems are schematically similar, but require different con-
tainment materials, while the present concept of the organic fluid Rankine
system is distinct in that it includes recuperation and a jet condenser that
recirculates the working fluid,
3.7. 1 Subsystem Description
The Rankine cycle power conversion subsystem is comprised of one or more
power conversion modules. One or more modules may be on the line (in
parallel), on standby, ready to be switched into operation in the event of
random failure of an on-line unit, or as a wearout replacement module if the 	 l
module wearout life is less than the mission duration (see Section 2. 6),
The power conversion module for the liquid metal Rankine cycle subsystem
normally includes a boiler, a turbine-alternator combined rotating unit, a
condenser, and accessory components such as tartup equipment, valves,
controls, fluid inventory, piping, and structure. The Rankine cycle power
conversion subsystem develops power by boiling the working fluid in the
boiler, expanding the vapor through the turbine, rejecting waste heat through
the condenser (or condensing radiator), and pumping the ccridensed fluid
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back to maximum pressure in the working fluid pump. Figures 3-52, 3-53
and 3-54 show typical arrangements for the mercury, alkali metal (potas-
sium), and organic 'Rankine power conversion modules.
The combined rotating unit includes the turbine, the alternator, and the
bearings and bearing housings. The pump is included with the rotating
unit only when it is on the same shaft as the turboalternator, in which case,
its mass and size are insignificant. Separate pump-motor components which
usually have significant mass and size are included in the accessory com-
ponent category. Other components grouped in this category are the loop
piping, the structure, the working fluid, tht parasitic 'load and controls,
and the startup injection subsystem and controls.
The condenser and subcooler are included as part of the power conversion
unit when they are separate from the radiator. Thus, in the SNAP-8 type
of system module, the compact condensers and subcooler are included in
the power conversion subsystem, and the separate ligaid working fluid
radiator is part of the heat rejection subsystem.
The organic Rankine subsystem includes a recuperator to transfer some
of the waste heat back to the working fluid before entry into the boiler.
The present concept of the organic Rankine cycle subsystem also includes a
jet condenser that condenses the working fluid by mixing it with subcooled
organic fluid in the liquid phase which has been recirculated through the
radiator (Figure 3-54).
The performance of the Rankine cycle power conversion :subsystem varies
directly with the turbine inlet temperature, thus it is important to operate
at as high an inlet temperature as possible. Working fluids are selected
to provide a reasonable operating pressure at the desired operating tempera-
ture. Mercury is suitable as a working fluid in the 800' to 1, 000 °K range.
Potassium has a lower vapor pressure and is suited for operation in the
range from 800' to 1, 5000'K. The high adiabatic heat available in potas-
sium requires the use of up to 10 turbine stages to obtain reasonable turbine
efficiencies. Containment of the potassium at these high temperature granges
requires refractory materials, and thus much effort is required in the devel-
opment of manufacturing and testing processes for the potassium subsystem
hardware.
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The organic Rankine power conversion subsystem operates at a relatively
.low temperature (650 0 K), but is capable of relatively high cycle efficiencies
because of the thermodynamic properties of the fluid. The positive slope of
the saturated vapor line on the temperature-entropy diagram causes the
vapor to become more superheated as it expands through the turbine, thus
permitting the condenser to operate at very low pressures without the result-
ing wet vapor that would occur in the liquid metal systems. Problems that
have to be solved for this subsystem are the demonstration of long-duration
stability of the fluid at the operating temperature and the maintenance of the
_	
very .low condenser pressures.
w The relationships between power conversion modules, in the Rankine cycle
systems is shown in Figure 3-55. The system is comprised of multiple sub-
systems as shown. The power conversion subsystem includes one or more
on-line modules and may include one or more inactive standby and wearout
modules. Each module includes major components such as the boiler, the
turboalternator, the condenser, and the accessories. The major parameters
that are required to compute the performance and physical characteristics
of the Rankine cycle power conversion subsystem are power level, launch
date, mission duration, radiator temperatures, the number of on-line and
'	 standby modules, and the type of working fluid.
3. 7. 2 System Des c ription
The subsystems that can be combined to form complete Rankine cycle power
systems are shown in Figure 3-56. Briefing charts showing the character-
istics an-. -er.formances of the Rankine power systems are given in
Tables 3-19 through 3-21.
Reactor, isotope, and solar concentrator Rankine cycle systems are the
commonly proposed configurations. Waste heat is transferred from the
working fluid in the condenser to the circulating liquid and then to the radiator
in a single-phase-fluid radiator system, or it is transferred directly from
the condensing fluid to the radiator in a condensing radiator system. Either
condensing or single-phase-fluid radiators can be used with any of the system:,
although the present concept of the organic Rankine system includes a jet
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Table 3-19
ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART
Item	 Value
Identification
Applicable energy source
Heat rejection subsystems
Major subsystems
Vehicle Mission Application Range
Usk:Jul power level
Duration of mission
Types of spacecraft
Status
State of the art
Availability of support
subsystems
Special problems
System Characteristics
Solar, isotope, reactor
Direct co zdensing radiation
Heat source, power conversion,
heat rejection, power conditioning,
power distribution.., energy storage,
integration
2 kWe to 100 kWe electrical
Days to years
Manned, unmanned, Earth orbiting,
interplanetary
System in developmental stage
Requires jet condenser
Organic working fluid stability
Capability to maintain low
condenser pressure
Range of specific mass 150 to 1000 kg/kWe
Range of specific area 10 to 20 m2/kWe
Range of specific volume 1 to 5 m3/kWe
Range of specific production cost 0. 1 to 5 M$/kWe
Range of reliability 0. 7 to 0.99 for 1 year
Performance Data
Turbine inlet temperature 	 6150 to 6750K
Range of cycle efficiency 	 10 to 21%
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Table 3-20
MERCURY RANKINE. CYCLE SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART
Item	 Value
Identification
Applicable energy source
	
Solar, isotope, x racter
Heat rejection subsystems
	 Direct rondensin, --• adiation, and
convective loop
Major subsystems	 Heat source, power conversion,
heat rejection, power conditioning,
..,	 power distribution, energy storage,
integration
{	 Vehicle Mission Application Range
Useful power level	 2 kWe to 200 kWe electrical
Duration of mission	 Days to years
Types of spacecraft
	 Manned, unmanned, Earth orbiting,
interplanetary
Status
State of the art System in endurance testing with
to rboalte rnat.o r and boiler under
development
Special problems	 Reliable mercury boiler ..peration
System Characteristics
Range of specific mass	 100 to 1000 kg/kWe
Range of specific area	 2 to 10 m2/kWe
Range of specific volume
	
Ito 3 m3/kWe
Range of specific production cost 	 0.01 to 5M$/kWe
Range of reliability	 0. 68 to 0. 99 for ! year
Performance Data
Turbine inlet temperature	 870' to 980'K
Range of cycle efficiency	 5 to 16%
1
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Table 3-21
ALKALI METAL RANKINE CYCLE SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART
Rem	 Value
Identificatio•.i
Applicable energy source
Heat rejection subsystems
Major subsystems
Vehicle Mission Application Range
Useful power level
Duration of mission
Types of spacecraft
Status
State of the art
Special problems
System Characteristics
Solar, isotope, reactor
Direct condensing radiation, and
convective loop
Heat so,_:rce, power conversion,
heat rejection, power conditioning,
power distribution, energy storage,
integration
5 k"We-multimegawatts electrical
Days to years
Manned, unmanned, Earth orbiting,
interplanetary
All systems in development testing
Requires high -temperature heat
sources
Range of specific weight 25 to 800 kg/kWe
Range of specific area 1 to 5 m2/kWe
Range of specific volume 1 to 3 m3 /kWe
Range of specific production cost 0.5 to 5M$/kWe
Range of reliability 0.7 to 0.99 for 1 year
Performance Data
Turbine inlet temperature	 865° to 1, 480 °K
Range of cycle efficiency	 10 to 23%
It
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condenser in combination with a single-phase-fluid radiator. The integrated
cylindrical radiator is limited in all applications to the maximum temperature
of approximately 700°K due to the excessive flow of heat into the spacecraft
at higher temperatures.
All Rankine cycle systems emp l oy the ac power conditi- ping subsystem which
receives ac power from the alternator and provides ac and do power in the
proportio a specified by the program user.
A typical SNAP-8 reactor mercury system is shown in Figure 3-57. This
system has a UZrHx reactor operating at 1, 000°K with NaK as the coolant.
The system shown includes the heat, source subsystem, the power conversion
subsystem, the heat rejection subsystem, and a separate radiator subP i stem
for cooling of the alternator, bearings, and other accessory equipment. This
system represents the SNAP-8 power conversion system which has organic-
fluid-lubricated ball bearings in its rotating machinery.
BOILERS	 1298°F
1332°F	 (3)	 own 	 30 kWe NET HRL	 LCLTURBINE	 ALTERNATOR	 RADIATOR	 RADIATOR
660°F	
(827 SQ FT)	 (238 SQ FT)
REACTOR
CONDENSER 490°F
o`J	 1
PUMPS(3)
Note: Power Conditioning and Power Distribution
Subsystems not shown.
Figure 3-57 Typical SNAP-8 Power Conversion System
1
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The SNAP-2 type of system shown in Figure 3-5'3 excludes this separate
cooling radiator subsystem. The figure illustrates an isotope mercury
Rankine power system with multiple rotating machinery units operating in
parallel. Redundancy of rotating machinery is achieved in the computer
program by the use of more than one complete power conversion module on
the line and/or standby service.
Two views of a typical SNAP-8 reactor Rankine system installation in a
vehicle conical radiator section are shown in Figure 3-59. The system,
which is shown without a reactor, is attached directly to the conical radiator
section by cables, thus eliminating a s 2parate structure, but requiring some
additional penalty in radiator cone stiffeners.
The solar concentrator would normally be considered for organic or mer-
cury Rankine systems, although it also can be combined with the alkali-metal
Rankine systems of lower power level. The solar concentrator heat source
modeled in the computer program includes a concentrator, a boiler-absorber,
thermal storage material in quantity adequate to permit operation when in
Figure 3-58 Isotope Mercury Rankine (SNAP-2 Type) Power Conversion System
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Figure 3-59 SNAP-8 Reactor Power Conversion  Subsystem Installationon
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the shadow, and a group of accessories such as orientation and deployment
equipment. The boiler n,-;;s is eliminated from the power conversion sub-
system and included in the boiler absorber when a concentrator subsystem is
selected as the heat source.
Heat is transferred from the reactors to the boiler by a primary NaK loop in
the Rankine cycle systems. Heat is normally transferred from isotope fuel
blocks to the boiler by radiation instead of by a NaK loop.
For manned missions, all Rankine cycle reactor and isotope systems can be
designed for deployment on a boom, and the boom is subjected primarily to
axial loads. The deployment booms used for solar concentrator systems are
designed for transverse loading.
3. 7. 3 Applications and Constraints
The alkali-metal Rankine cycle system is normally applicable to power levels
over 100 kWe, but can be designed for power levels as low as 5 kWe. The
turbine inlet temperature can be reduced at power levels below 35 kWe to
maintain desired turboalternator sizes and efficiencies. The reduction in
inlet temperatures causes some loss in the potential for high cycle efficiency
or low radiator area and thus minimizes one of the major advantages of the
alkali metal system in this power range. The required pointing accuracy of
a solar concentrator alkali-mete l system is normally high due to the high
boiler-absorber operating temperature requirement. Solar powered alkali-
metal Rankine systems can be competitive in the lower power, lower temper-
ature range where penalties due to pointing accuracy are not prohibitive.
The advantages, disadvantages and constraints of the Rankine cycle systems
are presented in Table 3-22.
3. 7. 4 Computer Program and Sensitivity Analysis
A detailed listing of the various subsystems which indicate the options that
can be exercised in designing a Rankine cycle power system is shown in
Table 3-23. The IF designation is used as input data for the com-
puter program to select and use the correct subprograms for
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Table 3-23
RANKINE POWER SYSTEM ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantages	 Disadvantages
z
1 Nuclear Rankine systems	 The wearout and random failure charac-
do not degrade during shadow	 teristics of Rankine systems limit
operation	 attainable reliability levels in early
applications
2 The mercury and organic	 The alkali-metal system requires high
Rankine cycle systems require	 temperature heat sources ( > 1, 200°K)
relatively low temperature	 not presently available
heat sources (< 1, 000`K)
P
4
3 Rankine systems have been	 The alkali metal system is not suited
under development for a rela- 	 to the lower power level ranges (under
tively long period of time	 50 kWe) unless the turbine inlet tempera-	
.
ture is reduced which lowers the efficiency
4	 The mercury system boiler needs addi-
tional development to ensure stable
operation	 A
I
I
I i!
I
Il
1
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designing the power system. The top level flow network for the Rankine cycle
power system computer program is shown in Figure 3-60 and typical results
of the organic Rankine cycle runs performed on the computer are shown in
Figures 3-61 through 3-67. The sensitivities of the power system charac-
teristics as functions of major mission and design constraints are shown.
The program includes developed computer subroutines for the heat sources,
power conversion, heat rejection, power conditioning, power distribution,
energy storage, and integration. The computer program also includes a
subroutine that automatically iterates radiator temperature in five steps
over a relatively wide temperature range to permit tradeoff evaluations.
Figure 3-61 includes curves of system mass versus radiator temperature for
three power levels. The power system is comprised of a Pu -238 isotope
subsystem, an organic Rankine power conversion subsystem composed of one
on-line module and one standby module (for random failure), a single-phase
fluid heat rejection subsystem, a power conditioning subsystem with nickelJ	 Y	 ^	 P	 K	 Y
cadmium battery energy storage, a power distribution subsystem, and vehicle
integration. The curves tend to reach a minimum mass because of variations
in cycle efficiency, radiator area and mass, and heat source and shieldingmass.
Relatively minor variations in component performance such as turbine effi-
ciency occur because of variation in power level. Figure 3-62 shows the
breakdown of the total mass by subsystem as a function of radiator temperature
for a given power level. For this system, the power conversion subsystem,
with one redundant standby module, is the heaviest.
The curves of Figure 3-63 indicate that a minimum radiator area is reached
at approximately 470°K. This temperature corresponds to approximately
7376 of the inlet temperatures of 645°K, indicating that the theoretical
optimization point of 7510 is closely matched by the program.
Curves of cycle efficiency versus radiator temperature are shown in
Figure 3-64. The improvement in cycle efficiency with decreasing radiator
temperatures is relatively large as is predicted on the basis of analysis of
Carnot cycle systems.
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Figure 3.60 Rankine Cycle Power. System Computer Program
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The variations of power system mass and reliability with the number of
standby power conversion modules are shown in Figure 3- 65. The heat
source for these curves is a solar concentrator and the power conversion
subsystem is comprised of two 6-kWe organic Rankine cycle modules on the
line plus a variable number of standby modules.
The effect of mission duration on organic Rankine cycle systems is shown in
Figure 3-66. The heat sources are a solar concentrator, a zirconium
hydride reactor, and cobalt 60 and plutonium 238. The increases in mass
with duration are caused primarily by heat source degradation and by wearout
replacement of power conversion modules at the longer durations.
The effects of improvement in technology with calendar year and redundancy
are shown in Figure 3-67. The power system represented is the organic
Rankine cycle with a cobalt 60 isotope heat source. The mission duration
is two years. The effects of power conversion module redundancy on
reliability are shown.
3.8 CHEMICAL DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEM
The chemical dynamic power conversion system comprises the chemical
dynamic power conversion subsystem, the reactant supply heat source, the
power conditioning subsystem, the power distribution subsystem, and inte-
gration with the space vehicle. The chemical dynamic system is design.ed
for the maxicrium power level required during its operating .life (which is
normally relatively short) and thus does not require energy storage. The
system is an open-cycle system, and heat rejection requirements other
than the heat rejected in the exhaust gas are considered to be negligible.
The chemical dynamic system modeled is the bipropellant pulsed-energy
turbine type that can be designed for use with either hydrogen-oxygen or
storable reactants.	 I
3. 8. 1 Subsystem D e scription
The power conversion module shown in Figure 3-68 comprises bipropellant
valves, a gas generator, a turbine-alternator assembly, a closed-loop
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lubrication and cooling system with a relatively small radiator, and a speed
control unit. The subsystem includes one or more modules on-line, in
standby, or as wearout replacements.
The power conversion subsystem has a specific fuel consumption at present
on storable propellants (N 2 0 and Aerozine 50) of approximately 4. 3 kg /kWh
and has a specific mass of approximately 10 kg/kWe. Projected performance
of the subsystem with a three-stage re-entry turbine is approximately
2. 9 kg/kWh on storable reactants and 1. 6 kg/kWh on cryogenic hydrogen-
oxygen reactants.
The turbine is made of Waspaloy, the turbine housing and gas generator are
made of Hastelloy X, and the ball and roller bearings ar ,- made of 440C and
52100 steels, respectively. The alternator is of the brushless type with
main windings and field excitation windings in the stator.
The major parameters that are required to determine the performance and
physical characteristics of the chemical dynamic power conversion sub-
system are power level, launch date, mission duration, the number of
modules on the line and in standby, and voltage level.
3. 8. 2 System Description
Various bipropella,nt and monoprope.11ant reactants such as ethylene, oxide,
propyl nitrate, hydrogen peroxide, and hydrogen and oxygen have been used
for turbine-driven power units and are considered within the current state
of the art. 'Turbine and reciprocating engines employing hydrogen and
oxygen and the hypergolic biprope.11ants (nitrogen tetroxide and Aerozine)
have also been considered for space applications. The space use of chem-
ical dynamic systems is beat typified by the bipropellant-fueled, pulsed
turboalternator that utilizes nitrogen tetroxide and Aerozine and is designed
for use in manned spacecraft and for lunar exploration. The major opera-
tional characteristics of the chemical dynamic power system are shown in
Table 3-24.
A schematic diagram of the chemical dynamic system is shown in .Figure 3-69.
The system includes fuel and oxidizer tan4s, an open-cycle turbine alternator
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Table 3-24
CHEMICAL DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEM BRIEFING CHART
Item	 Value
Identification
1
Applicable energy source
Major subsystems
Vehicle Mission Application Range
Useful power level
Duration of mission
Types of spacecraft
Status
State of the art
Special problems
Subsystem Characteristics
Range of specific weight
Range of specific volume
Range of reliability
Performance Data
Specific reactant consumption
I
Chemical Reactants
Heat source, power conversion,
power conditioning, power distri-
bution, integration
1 kWe to 100 kWe
Hours to days
Manned, unmanned, Earth orbiting,
interplanetary (peak and emergency
power)
Systems developed - qualification
for specific missions required
System development to improve
reliability and duration
5 to 20 kg/kWh
1 x 10- 4
 to 1 x 10- 2 m3/kWh
0.90 to 0.995 up to 1000 hr
1 to 5 kg/kWh
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power conversion subsystem, a power conditioning subsystem, and a power
distribution subsystem. No primary heat rejection subsystem is required as
the lubrication system and the auxiliary cooling radiator are considered to be
parts of the power conversion module.
The power conversion subsystem can be comprised of one or more power con-
	
'	 version modules as shown in Figure 3-69. Figure 3-70 shows a typical bread-
board dynamic power system with rectifier-filter and voltage regulator included.
The reactant tanks and the power distribution subsystem are not shown.
The operation of the chemical dynamic power conversion system is similar
to the operation of typical open-cycle turbine systems. The oxidizer and
fuel are metered into the gas generator where combustion occurs providing
gas temperatures of 2, 500 ° to 3, 000 ° K. The combustion is intermittent
because the opening and closing of a solenoid bipropellant valve is controlled
by a speed error signal. The gas flow pulse is 0. 2 sec in duration, causing
the turbine to increase in speed approximately 3%. The rotor then coasts
for a period of from 4 to 30 sec, depending upon the load. The turbine is
kept within temperature limits by direct radiation to space.
3. 8. 3 Application and Constraints
The chemical dynamic system is used primarily for relatively short-duration
missions and emergency power requirements. It is particularly suited to
operate on both cryogenic hydrogen - oxygen and storable propellants. The
system can operate at high internal gas temperatures, but the turbine wheel
must be able to face away from any structure toward space to reject heat
and remain cool. A listing of the advantages and disadvantages oaf chemical
dynamic power systems of the intermittent turbine type is presented in
Table 3-25.
3. 8.4 Computer Program and Sensitiv ity Analysis
A detailed listing f the various subsystems which indicate the options thatg	 Y	 P
can be exercised in designing a chemical dynamic power system is shown in
	
t	 Table 3-26. The IF designation is used as input data for the computer pro-
gram to select and use the correct subprograms for designing the power
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Table 3-25
CHEMICAL DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEM ADVANTAGES
AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantages	 Disadvantages
1	 Relatively lightweight and reliable	 Are limited to relatively short
t., m missions by fuel con-
sumption and short wearout
life.
2	 Can be started and restarted in
space
3	 Can use residual reactants if
avail. able
Efficiency limited by Carnot
cycle considerations--lower
than fuel cells,
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system. The top-level flow network of the chemical dynamic power system
computer program is shown in Figure 3-71 and typical results of actual runs
performed on the computer are presented in Figures 3-72 through 3-74. The
sensitivity of the power system characteristics such as mass as a function
of launch data, duration, power level, and other mission constraints are
shown.
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Figure 3-71 Chemical Dynamic Power Conversion System Computer Program
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Section 4
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
4.1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The power systems that can be investigated include static systems, such as
solar cells, thermoelectric s, thermionics, fuel cells, and batteries; and
dynamic systems such as Brayton cycle, Rankine cycle (mercury, alkali
metal, and organic working fluids), and open-cycle chemical dynamic engines.
The computer program was designed to calculate the basic characteristics
of a power system (i, e., weight, volume, area, cost, and reliability) as
functions of vehicle and mission parameters (i. e., launch date, power pro-
file, mission duration, and environment). The power system characteristics
can be generated for various combination of subsystems was shown in
Figure 4-1.
The major subsystems that are required to configure a complete power
system are the power conversion subsystem, heat source subsystem, heat
rejection subsystem, power conditioning subsystem, the power distribution
subsystem, energy storage subsystem, and vehicle integration subsystem.
The power subsystems that can be investigated with the computer program
are shown in 'fable 4-1. Valid combinations of the subsystems are discussed
in Section 3. Theower system is divided into major subsystems, and theP	 Y	 J	 Y
indicator flag (IF) that is used to enter data into the program is shown. The
indicator flag number is the Fortran language specification that controls the
sequence of program calculations. The configuration of the power system is an
option that is available to the program. user. In configuring the power sys-
tem, several options are available at the system level (solar cells versus
Brayton cycle), subsystem level (silicon solar cell versus thin-film solar
cells, or mercury Rankine versus organic Rankine), or major component
level such as condensing heat exchanger versus a direct-condensing radiator.
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4. 2 COMPUTER (TOP LEVEL) OPERATIONAL FLOW
The Rankine cycle power system ,was selected as a typical example to
indicate the computer format and calculation procedures. The analysis and
program have been set up on the basis of a series-type programming in
which the characteristics of the subsystem are calculated sequentially with
a minimum amount of iteration. The computer code logic network in
Figure 4-1 shows the order in which the subsystem characteristics are
organized in the program.
The power conversion subsystem is used to designate the type of power
system that is tobe investigated. The power conversion subsystem sub-
routine serves as the main control element of the computer program and
calls for the appropriate design data equations and subroutines to perform
the calculations. If the program user specifies Rankine conversion sub-
System, all types of heat sources that are compatible with a space power
mercury Rankine subsystem are an integral part of the program.
A solar concentrator, nuclear reactor, or isotope heat block may be used
with the mercury Rankine system. The heat rejection subroutines that
would be available to the program user for a mercury Rankine system are
`	 the condensing-type radiator and the heat transport loop radiator. The
power conditioning routine that is used with the mercury Rankine sP	 g	 Y	 stem isY
an ac subsystem, and the distribution subsystem consists of ac and/or do
wiring, depending upon the type of user subsystems in the space vehicle.
The Rankine cycle power system subroutine performs two functions;
(1) it controls the order of selection of the other subsystem subroutines,
and (2) it performs the overall thermodynamic cycle performance calcu-
lations, such as the determination of the heat rejected to space, the power
input required from the energy source, and temperature, pressure, and
enthalpy conditions at the various state points in the cycle. The power
conversion subsystem calculations are not a separate subroutine, but are
included as part of the Rankine cycle power system subroutine.
The Rankine cycle conversion subsystem may consist of one or more power
conversion modules on the line, one or more modules in a standby condition
ready to be switched on the line, and one or more wearout replacement
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modules ready to be switched on the line, The characteristics of the com-
plete Rankine cycle conversion system are then determined by the appro-
priate summation of the total number of modules included within the power
conversion subsystem along with all other subcystems. Each Rankine cycle
power conversion module is divided into four major components: (1) the
turboalternator, (2) the boiler, (3) the condenser, and (4) the accessories.
The heat rejection subsystem contains subroutines for the design of direct-
conduction radiators, single-phase-fluid (gas or liquid) radiators, and
condensing-type radiators. Both flat-plate and cylindrical shapes can be
evaluated for the condensing and indirect fluid radiator loop configurations.
The heat rejection subsystem subroutine determines the characteristics of
area, mass, cost, and reliability of the radiator, A major input to radiator
subroutine is the total heat rejection rate required as established by the
power conversion subsystem cycle analysis.
The energy source subroutine determines the characteristics of the reactor
or isotope or solar concentrator that is selected by the program user as
the desired energy source type. A major input to this subroutine is the total
heat rate required by the power conversion system. A UZrHx reactor heat
source subsystem consists of major components such as the reactor, reactor
coolant hea 4 transport loop, and shield.
The power distribution subsystem design data and analysis have been pro-
grammed for ac, dc, and combined ac-dc subsystems. The power distri-
bution subsystem consists of the wires, connectors, and supporting structure
of all the wires in the space vehicle.
The power conditioning subsystem subroutine performs a load profile
analysis of the input power and establishes the characteristics of the battery
energy storage components, rectifiers, inverters, and transformers. The
electrical power required by the user systems is analyzed by the load pro-
file subroutine, and losses in the power distribution and conditioning sub-
systems are determined. The power required for the user subsystems,
energy storage, battery recharging, and the losses in the power conditioning
and distribution subsystems establish the electrical output of the power
conversion subsystem.
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An integration subroutine determines the characteristics of special integration
equipment (such as the boom separating the reactor from the power system)
and penalties in spacecraft structure caused by the power system.
The computer program second-level logic network is shown in Figure 4-2.
The second-level logic network indicates the calculational procedure and
flow of information between the power system subroutines, the subsystem
subroutines, the major component subroutines, and the block data and
auxiliary subprograms.
4.3 DATA INPUT, OUTPUT, AND CHANGE
The H-521 Parametric Study of Space Power Systems Fortran Computer
Program uses data in the two categories: (1) input data and (2) internal
data. Input data are the information needed to perform a series of com-
puter runs and are divided into: (1) reference run data, (2) block data revi-
sions, (3) initial case data, (4) additional case data, and (5) end of data.
Internal data includes the parametric data that are compiled in the computer
program. Many of these data are stored in separate block data subprograms
to make them more -.rcessible for updating or revision. The remaining data
are stored as permanent data. The nature of these data and the methods of
changing the data are described in the following paragraphs. A summary list
of the basic input and output data are given in Table 4-2-and the input load
sheets are shown in Figures 4-3 and 4-4.
4. 3. 1 Reference Run Data
The reference run data consist of the power load profile information of the
user subsystems. Reference run data are changed by filling out new input
sheets and replacing the cards as required.
4. 3.2 Case Data
The initial case data consist of mission descriptive parameters such as
launch date and mission duration, and the additional case data are used for
iterative runs on the initial case data. Sensitivity of power system charac-
teristics to various subsystems and components can be determined by
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Table 4-2
COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA
Primary Data	 W
Input
Power level and time on the line
	 } Reference Run dataVoltage, Frequency
Type of system (subsystems)
Launch date
Mission duration
Trajectory (orbit, AU, etc. )
Vehicle dimensions
	 Case data
Permissible radiation levels
Launch and maneuvering g-loads
Redundancy pattern of power system
Contingency factor
Secondary Data
Block Data
State of the Art projection data
Component Efficiency and Thermodynamic data
Physical constants and coefficients
Output Data
First level:
Summary of power requirements
Subsystem characteristics
(Weight, volume, area, reliability, cost)
Total system characteristics
Second level:
Subsystem component characteristics(Weight, volume, area, reliability, cost)
Total subsystem characteristics
Third level:
Detailed component characteristics and data(Thermodynamic data, reliability, efficiency, volume,
redundance, cost, etc. )
Gross system characteristics
(Mass, volume, area, cost, power, reliability, efficiency, r.,iat flow)
Fourth level:
Power load profile and battery performance analysis(ac and do user loads, charge discharge requirements,
primary power output level, battery characteristics, etc. )
Fifth level:
Major component electrical power load schedule(Power levels, voltages, frequency, etc. )
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varying configurations via the additional case data input. The sensitivity of
the power system to changes in mission parameters, such as power level
and mission duration, can also be found in a similar manner.
1
These data include specific values of major variables that are desired. Thus,
to obtainower conversions
	 earsstem data for three calendar	 such asP	 Y	 Y
1975, 1985, and 1995, input sheets are filled out for three cases plus the
reference run. When a change in calendar year or other variable data is not
indicated on a subsequent case input sheet, the calendar year reverts back
to the values of the reference run and the first case.
4. 3. 3	 Block Data
Block data include the secondary level data that are supplied with the pro-
gram and are not normally changed during a series of runs.
	 Parametric
data such as the specific
	
a	 e	 of	 a'p	 rn ss s	 m jor components projected against
calendar years are included in this category.
	 These data can be changed
readily by punching new data cards and inserting them in the block data
change section as shown in Figure 4-5.
	 Cards placed in this location before
the case data override the parametric section of the deck for that specific
case only.	 The values of parametric data revert to the original block data
for subsequent cases unless the parametric data change cards are included for
each ease run.
	 An example of the uee of this change procedure is as follows: T
If the user of the program has new parametric data for the specific mass of
solar cell panels as a function of calendar year, lie punches out the new data
cards in accordance with instructions and places them in the parametric data
change section just ahead of the case data.
	 These cards override the original
block data for solar cell panel specific mass.
	 Parametric data changes do not
require that the Fortran program deck be recompiled.
	 If, after reviewing
the data, the user decides to make the changes permanent, he can do so by
replacing the appropriate cards in the block data section of the Fortran
program.
4. 3.4 Permanent Data
Permanent data require location and replacement of the card containing the
dates and recompilation of the Fortran deck. Examples of permanent data
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are physical constants, material properties, thermodynamic properties, and
stress equations.
4. 3.5 Program Input Format - Computer Load Sheets - Initial Case
	 t
The information needed for a series of computer runs is divided into:
(1) reference run data, (2) block data revisions, (3) initial case data,
(4) additional case data, and (5) end of data.
The load sheets have been designed for use by the engineer and permit con-
siderable flexibility in changing mission and power system design data. It
will not Le required that the program user learn a special input nomenclature,
but simply input the desired numerical quantity under each heading on the load
sheets. The type of data and the sequence of entering the data on the load
sheets is shown in Figure 4-3 to 4-5 for a single reference run. The infor-
mation on the load sheets is then punched on data cards. A series of reference
runs may be performed by repetitive stacking of the input data decks as indi-
cated in Figure 4-5.
Reference run data, contained in the first 50 cards, consist of information basic 	 L
to all subsequent cases and mainly contains the power load provile requirements.
The date for the initial case on cards 50 through 60 (case 1) of any reference
run is contained on 10 card types. (This may be expanded to 30 cards if
additional input data are necessary. ) The zero card (prior to the initial case)
contains information on the reference run number, the total number of cases 	 _.
expected in the reference run, and the total cards to be read into the computer 	 t
for the initial case. Subsequent cards contain reference run, case number,
and card number information as well as seven items of input data. These
latter items are always read in as floating point numbers.
Card Type 1 is used to select the various subsystem combinations for the
computer program to design. The manner of selection is to use floating-
point versions of the subsystem indicator flags. Indicator flags are numbers
used to designate the type of subsystems used in the power supply.
170
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Card Types 2 and 3 contain information on the mission type, crew size, orbital
and mission epoch parameters, vehicle dimensions, and nuclear radiation
limits. Card Type 4 requires data on the estimated ratio of primary power
output to the average load (1. 0 to 3. 0), the estimated parasitic power coefficient
(2. 0), the parasitic power dissipation coefficient (0. 0 to 1. 0; equals 0. 0 for a
balanced power supply; and equals 1. 0 for a completely unbalanced power
supply that requires no storage batteries for peak power loads). Other infor-
mation recorded on this card are mass, volume, area, and cost contingency
factors. Card Type 5 contains data on the required solar vector design point,
total power systems to be manufactured, and the percentage allowable voltage
drops in the ac and do power distribution subsystems. Card Types 6 to 10
indicate the number of on-line and standby modules of the power system.
4.3. 6 Program Input - Computer Load Sheets - Additional Cases
Additional case runs are used to make variations in one or more of the input
or internal parameters. Additional cases within a reference run may be
easily obtained by using the same type of cards as for the initial case. The
zero card for an additional case is used to indicate the reference run number,
case number and total cards within that case. For these additional cases,
only those cards need be read into the computer which reflect a change in one
or more of the input data items on that card.
4. 3. 7 Computer Program System Level Output Format
An illustration of system level output is shown in Figure 4-6. The example
used in this output is an organic Rankine cycle system with an isotope heatP	 g	 Y	 Y	 P
source. In Figure 4-6 the values of the indicator flags for each of the power
subsystems appear next to the subsystem name on the output format,
thus providing a means of identifying subsystem type.
An organic Rankine cycle power conversion subsystem is used and Figure 4-6
shows the indicator flag (IF) as 1. Nickel-cadmium secondary batteries
(IF = 1) are used for energy sto rage to provide power for peak loads. Heat
	
g Y	 g	 P	 P	 P
rejection from the cycle is attained via a cylindrical, single-phase radiator
using FC -75 as a transport fluid (IF = 15). The case data specify a
t
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dynamic conversion subsysteri, therfore the power output is in the form of
ac. Hence, the power conditioning subsystem must match this requirement
(IF	 10), The user loads are combined ac/dc and, therfore, require a
matching power distribution subsystem (IF a 20). The vehicle integration
penalty expected will be that associated with a boom to separate the energy
source from the vehicle (IF ;z 2) as well as an interstage penalty.
The results of the power system design are presented in terms of the mass,
volume, area, reliability, and cost of each major subsystem. The charac-
teristics of each major subsystem are summed to yield a net total for the
power system. If contingency factors are included, the gross totals for the
power system reflect this item.
4 1.8 Subsystem Computer Output Format
A •.:,mmary of the calculated engineering subsystem data for the organic
Rankine power system is shown in Figure 4-7. The second level output data
at the subsystem level are included. The mass, area, volume, reliability,
and development and production costs are shown where appropriate for the
major components within each of the subsystems. The significant input data
of the computer run are summarized at the top of the printout sheet for ready
reference. The printout sheet permits a detailed review of the characteristics
of the major cc..nponents of the power subsystem.
An output sheet like this is printed out for each case of each run that is com-
pleted. The program will automatically produce five cases for varying
radiator temperatures by internal ite rat^,on without additional input. The
user will thus be able to evaluate the sensitivity of the total system charac-
teristics to radiator temperature.
The columns labeled on-line units and standby units indicate the redundancy
pattern of the components within the subsystems for this case. Variation of
the reliability of the energy storage and power conditioning subsystems is
established by changes of numbers in these columns. The power conditioning
redundancy pattern thus is set by the use of one ransformer-rectifier-
regulator on-line unit with two standby units. The power conversion basic
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module consists of one turboalternator, one condenser heat exchanger, one
recuperator, and one set of accessory equipment such as the pump and
plumbing. The power conversion subsystem consists of a specified number
of basic modules and variations in the reliability of the power conversion
subsystem is achieved through selection (by th . program user) of the number
of on-line and standby power conversion modules.
4.3. 9 Majo r Component Computer Outpu t Format
A typical summary of detailed power system component data is shown in
Figure 4-8. An output sheet in this format is printed out for each major
subsystem included in a power system. The values of projected design data
such as specific mass, for the specific launch data under investigation are
included for each of the major components. The total mass based on the
specific mass and the power required is also shover.
A summary of the performance data, as typified by the thermodynamic state
point data around the cycle, are also included. Thus, turbine inlet and exit
temperatures and pressures and the corresponding enthalpies are included in
the tables. Values of enthalpy drops across the turbine, condenser, and
boiler are also tabulated. The turbine efficiency that corresponds to the
working fluid, the power level, and the calendar year is shown.
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1Section 5
RECOMMENDA r
 IONS FOR INCREASING VERSATILITY AND
UPGRADING COMPUTER PROGRAM
As the design data were being collected and the computer program was being
developed, it became evident that within the schedule and scope of the study
that (1) certain detail data were not published or available, (2) simplifiedJ
	
	
analytical equations had to be used for the various power subsystems, and
(3) all the potential subsystems or major components could not be investi-
gat-d. A listing was compiled of suggested improvements and kept up to
date on a month-Lo-month basis for use in determining future work.
The following recommendations for future work are r-nade:
1. Acquisition and refinement of parametric and design data.
A. Visit vendors and government agencies to obtain reliability
and cost data at the major component level for all subsystems,
B. Submit generated parametric design curves to vendors and
government agencies and correlate the results of their
recommendations to upgrade existing computer program clata,
2. Analytical modeling and scaling laws.
A. Include orbit-keeping penalties for deployed solar cell, solar
concentrator, and nuclear power systems.
B. Inviude specific speed-performance data for Brayton and
Rankine cycle power conversion dynamic machinery.
C. Determine effect of vehicle configurations other than baseline
cylindrical configuration on power system characteristics.
D. Set up math models for thermally integrating power system
with environmental control and cn-board reaction control
thrusters.
E. Write math model for heat pipe heat rejection 3ubsy,,3tw1,z.
3. H-521 Computer programming.
A. Modify program to optimize power system on a weight basis.
B. Develop a more detailed power system space vehicle integration
subroutine.
C. Develop additional ac and do power conditioning and distribution
subroutines.
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Section 6
TECHNOLOGY READINESS
A realistic appraisal of secondary power system technology development is
essential if these systems are to meet the increasing power demands and the
objectives for advanced space exploration. The activities required for the
development of a flight-ready power system can be divided chronologically
into four major phases that culminate in a vehicle launch (1) power system
technology readiness, (2) subsystem design and testing, (3) prototype testing,
and (4) vehicle integration and testing. During the technology readiness
phase, power system research and technology efforts are initiated in critical
areas and these efforts are carried to sufficient depth to provide confidence
in the design approach. Some of the major development problems that must
be solved during the technology readiness phase are delineated in this section.
6.1 RANKINE CYCLE
Rankine power conversion cycles that use organic fluids, mercury, or alkali
metals as the working fluid are in varying stages of development. The com-
plexity of the development efforts required for the three working fluids aredb	 directly related to the respective boiling temperatures. The boiling tempera-
tures are in the range of 640 °K for the organic Rankine cycle, 920 °K for the
mercury Rankine cycle, and approximately 1, 360 o K for the alkali metal
Rankine cycle. As the boiling temperatures increase, the materials employed
It	 are more sophisticated and the overall development problems of the system
are more complex.
6. 1. 1 Organic Rankine Cycle
The critical components that require development effort for the organic
Rankine cycle include the boiler, jet condenser, and the rotating unit. In
addition the degradation of the organic fluid is a potential problem.
1
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6, 1, 1. 1 Boile r
The design of the boiler is based on theoretical and empirical equations that
relate the heat transfer and stability characteristics of the evaporation process
over the entire length of the boiler tube. These characteristics are intimately
related to the complex two-phase hydrodynamic flow patterns that exist during
the boiling process. The boiler design is further complicated by the incor-
poration of spiral wires or twisted tapes which are required for operation in
a zero-g environment. The theoretical equations that define these areas of
interest are at Lest unconfirmed and limited in scope. Therefore experi-
mental data are necessary to establish satisfactory empirical equations for
predicting boiler performance for the organic Rankine cycle conversion
systems,
6, 1, 1. 2 Jet Condenser
Inclusion of the jet condenser in the organic Rankine cycle conversion loop
has the potential fur.° solving two critical problems in the use of Rankine
cycle systems for space application. The first is the elimination of fluid
instabil"ies which are inherent in the condensing radiator under zero-g
conditions. The second is improved cycle efficiency by allowing the fluid
	
+I
to expand through the turbine to back pressures ar, order of :magnitude lower	 J
than the 1. 0 psia which would be achieved without this unit. The results are
that a system with a jet condenser has a completely liquid radiator which
decreases the system sensitivity to the zero-g environment. The cycle
	 1
efficiency is increased from between 12 and 14% to between 18 and 20%
because of the lower turbine exhaust pressure. Advance jet condenser
	 JJ
development is currently under way, but only limited test data are available.
	 I
6, 1. 1. 3 Rotating Unit
The rotating unit consists of the turbine, alternator, and pump. The critical
development effort required for the rotating unit is to develop a stable bear-
ing configuration suitable for 10, 000-hour operation, Ball bearings are
being investigated by one company because of their highly developed state;
however, bearing manufacturers have expressed doubt concerning their
ability to meet the 10, 000-hour life because of race and cage wear. Hybrid
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tilting pad bearings, angular contact ball bearings, and roller contact bearings
with a separate oil lubrication'systern are being considered.
6. 1. 1. 4 Fluid Degradation
The primary candidate organic fluids are diphenyl and the eutectic mixture
containing 26. 5% diphenyl and 73. 5% Biphenyl oxide by weight (Dowtherm A).
A third organic working fluid monoi sop ropylbiphenyl (MIPB) was eliminated
from consideration as a candidate fluid because of the production of non-
condensibles, such as hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Preliminary test data
have shows, that the projected amount of degradation products (benzene and
terphenyl) for Biphenyl and Dowtherm fluid properties testloops is insignificant
at boiling temperatures of 650°F for 10, 000-hour operation and is tolerable
at boiling temperatures of 700 °F for 10, 000-hour operation.
i
6. 1,2 Mercury Rankine System
The mercury Rankine systern typified by the SNAP-8 reactor power system,
has received considerable funding (for both the power conversion subsystem
and the heat source subsystem) to date and the components of the system
have reached an advanced state of development. The additional areas of
development required to facilitate integration of the SNAP-8 power con-
version system with long —luration manned space vehicles include boiler
integrity, the effects of zero-g operation, multiple restart capability, redun-
dant system switchover, and lubricant coolant fluid radiation tolerance.
6. 1. 2, 1 Boiler Integrity
The results of recently completed studies of the integration of the SNAP-8
power conversion system with manned space stations have included the
installation of the boiler between the reactor and shield (within a shield
gallery). Location of the boiler within the shield gallery results in the
possibility of introducing activated primary NaK into the power conversion
system and introducing mercury into the primary coolant system, in the
event of a boiler tube leak.
Redesign of the boiler to preclude a tube leak, which results in an unacceptable
intermixture of mercury and NaK, is considered to be the principal system
change recommended for the technology readiness phase.
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6. 1. 2. 2 Effects ofZero-g Operation
The SNAP-8 system is designed for zero-g operation. However, the ulitmate
feasibility of boiling and condensing in the zero-g environments remains as
one of the potential problem areas. In addition, multiple restart capability is
also affected by operation in a zero-g environment, as discusses: below.
Further study and perhaps model testing of boiling and condensing and fluid
evacuation and refilling operations for system restart are recommended for
the technology readiness phase.
6. 1. 2. 3 Multiple Restart Capability
The present SNAP-8 startup procedure is based on only one system startup.
	
u
A multiple restart procedure depends largely on the means provided to drain
the mercury loops so that the injection s y stem can be reactivated. Design of
	 z
a restart system and a subsystem to completely evacuate all of the mercury
in the loop in a rcro - g environment represents a major development effort.
6. 1. 3 Alkali Metal
Alkali metal Rankine development efforts are best typified by the data
obtained from the potassium turbine technology test program. The areas
of development are generally related to the fluid and material compatibility
problems that are in turn directly affected by the turbine inlet temperature
of approximately 1, 400 °K. Further development efforts that are required
include hermetic sealing of the loop, loop instability, turbine blade erosion,
a.nc: the effects of mass transfer and bearing design.
6. 1. 3. 1 Loop Instability
Test data have shown that loop instabilities can occur because of changes in
turbine speed from 18, 000 rpm to 3, 000 rpm with in a 2-sec interval. The
original turbine speed can then be resumed within 8 sec. The reason for
these instabilities is not clearly understood; however, liquid carryover from
the boiler triggered by a faulty liquid feed system is suspected. Further
development tests for positive identification of the cause of the unstable
	 I
conditions are re uiredq
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6. 1. 3. 2 Turbine; Blade Erosion
A serious erosion problem occurs when preinjection of liquid potassium is
used to modify turbine inlet vapor quality to values on the order of 0. 85 to
0. 921 . Theoretically Elie subsequent stages of a multistage turbine should
show increased blade e r osion caused by the larger quantities of condensate
buildup. However, this was not the case after the completion of a 35-hour
test to evaluate the effects of condensate buildup in wet vapor turbines.
Nickel-base superalloy materials have been use-..l for the turbine. Further
tests including tests of alternate turbine materials are necessary to gain a
full understanding of multistage turbine blade and tip seal erosion.
6. 1. 3. 3 Bearing Design
The development of liquid metal journal bearings is complex because of the
low kinematic viscosity of the fluid and the limited analytical techniques
available for predicting performance. The operating conditions combine to
make the bearing operate in the turbulent regime and to increase the tendency
toward fractional frequency whirl. Further development efforts in this area
are required.
6. 2 BRAYTON CYCLE
Much of the required basic technology for the Brayton cycle power system is
currently available because of the development and state of the art of gas
turbines for aircraft engines .
 Further development of gas bearings and the
design of the heat source heat exchanger for use of this system with a high-
temperature isotope heat source is required. A long-duration, continuous
test milst also be performed.
6.2. 1 Bearing Development
Cu- rent development efforts for the use of pivoted pad gas bearings are under
way. Foil-type gas bearings eliminate the most critical element in gas
bearing design, rotor stability. The unique geometry of foil bearing makes
this bearing inherently free from half-frequency whirl which occurs in con-
ventional cylindrical bearings and other fixed-geometry bearings. The tests
required to substantiate gas-foil bearing design include: determination of the
1
1
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.tniount of preload required to assure stable operation in a zero -g
environment, determination of the ability to withstand launch loads, and
startup and shutdown tests.
6, 2. 2 Heat Source Heat Exchanger
The use of refractory metals for the heat source heat exchanger may be
required to preclude failure of this component in the event of a temperature
excursion during standby system switchover. Columbium-zirconium com-
binat ons have been considered; however, further development efforts are
required for this component.
6.3 SILICON ANI) THIN- FILM ,SOLAR CELLS
The technology readiness efforts required for solar cell systems are
primarily for the development of improved cell performance, reliable
and lightweight deployment and orientation subsystems, substrates, and
supporting structures. Potential performance improvements for flat-plate
and cylindrical installation configurations for silicon cells and technology
readiness efforts required for thin-film solar cells are discussed in this
section,
6. 3. 1 Silicon :polar Cells
The performance characteristics and temperature sensitivity of rigid solar
arrays are known and well documented. However, in the past, development
effort was necessary to ensure that the rigid panel and solar cell assemblies
were invariant to the thermal shocks and temperature gradients encountered
when the orbiting vehicle passed through the Earth's shadow into the direct
sunlight. The various flexible and semi-rigid substrates proposed for future
manned space stations consist of less mass than the rigid arrays currently
in use and therefore have a lower thermal inertia and heat capacity, The
temperature sensitivity of typical flexible and semi-rigid solar arrays should
be determined through a test program and compared to the results obtained
with rigid arrays. In addition, the effects of cosmic radiation on the back
side of flexible solar arrays are an additional potential problem area.
Further improvements under way in silicon solar cells including improved
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filters and cover glass, higher cell efficiency, development of heat resistant
adhesives, fabrication of thinner cells and improved and more reliable cell
interconnections.
6. 3. 2 Thin-Film Cells
The thin-film solar cells weigh considerably less than conventional cells and
have improved radiation resistance. More important, they are exceptionally
flexible and therefore easier to package. The best of the thin-film cells
h 3 to 4%) are less than half as efficient as the single- crystal silicon solar
cells and therefore require twice the deployed area. However, even with
these low efficiencies, the thin-film cells generally offer a lower specific
weight, Further development efforts are required to obtain good control in
the manufacturing process to produce reproducible solar cell test and per-
formance results and to develop a cell or coating for protecting thin-film
cadmium sulfide solar cells for rapid deterioration when exposed to atmos-
pheric moisture.
6.4 THFRMIONICS
The primary development problem for thermionic system is the therms
coupling of the converter and heat source. This problem becomes more
difficult at higher operating temperatures. This conclusion applies as well
for the fuel swelling; problem encountered in nuclear reactor thermionic
heat source as for isotope thermionics and as for the high-accuracy align-
ment of the solar concentrator for a solar thermionic system. In addition,
the main areas requiring development efforts include irradiation testing of
converters and multicell thermionic fuel elements, materials compatibility,
development of thermal insulations, electrical conductors, and materials
that are compatible in the nuclear and thermal radiation environment.
6.4. 1 Irradiation Testing
Test eA"forts including irradiation testing of single-cell converters and
multicell thermionic fuel elements are currently under way. These irradi-
ations, in conjunction with irradiations of representative fueled emitters
and with out-of-pile converter testing, are expected to evolve the design
details of the thermionic fuel elements and to establish long-term irradiation
effects on thermionic converter performance.
I
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6. 4. 2 Material Development
Another major task area is the continued development of the materials used
in thermionic systems. This includes fuels, Emitter, collectors, insulators,
seals, electrical conductors, and sheaths. The basic material compatibility,
problems are complex because of the characteristics of handling fission
products, emitter surface treatments, plasma characteristics, welding
techniques, and composite and fully bonded assemblies.
6. 4. 3 Integrated Thermionic Power System
A fully integrated thermionic power systerri must be built and tested to obtain
the overall system performance and design characteristics. For a reactor
thermionic system major emphasis would be neutronics, thermal and electri-
cal characteristics, reactor control and hookup, .nechanical design, reactor
dynamics, criticalit; experiments, and the integration within the potential
space vehicle.
6.5 THERMOELECTRICS
Roth the silicon germanium (SiGe) direct-radiating converter thermoelectric
system and the lead telluride (PbTe) tubular compact converter thermoelectric
system provide the potential for5-year lif im
	 direct-	 p	 p	 a	 etime. The  ect radiating
converter design represents a more advanced development stage in view of
the des ign, operating, and flight-test experience accumulated in the SNAP- l0A
program. An advanced direct-radiating converter development program is
presently in p:cogress. These programs should eventually reflect an increase
in converter lifetime goals from the present 10, 000- to 20, 000-hour range
up to 5 years for application to extended manned Earth-orbital missions.
6. 5. 1 Converter Performance
Continued development effort should be directed toward the improvement in
converter performance such as efficiency, lifetime and power density.
Improvements can be attained by minimization of parasitic losses, reducing
degradation, segmentation of Lire couples, and application of alternative
materials. However, such improvements should not be incorporated at the
expense of lifetime capability or the introduction of potential failure modes.
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Reliability is usually more important than incremental improvement in
converter efficiency.
6, 5. 2 Reliability and Lifetime
The most important attribute of the thermoelectric systems is the expected
high-reliability, prolonged lifetime capability of the converters. The
systematic identification and evaluation of failure and wearout mechanisms
and processers are especially important factors in the development; programs.
Because the manned system application imposes a multiple restart require-
ment, a determination of the performance and integrity of the converters
under thermal cycling conditions should be emphasized in this work.
6. 6 FUEL CELLS
Fuel cells have been successfully used for primary power generation for the
Gemini vehicle and are the selected power source for the Apollo and MOL
vehicles, The hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell systems are considered developed
for short-duration missions; therefore, potential improvements would include
improved catalysts, experimental verification of fuel cell behavior, increased
operating life timer, and development of storable reactant fuel cells.
6.6. 1 Improved Catalysts
The search for inexpensive and more effective catalysts should be continued.
There appears to be no reason that Teflon-bonded electrodes could not be
made with other catalysts with the same ease as with platinum black,Y	 P
Empirical testing of catalysts is probably the best technique to follow at
present. Another area of investigation that should be continued is that of
using existing, expensive catalysts more efficiently. This includes further
work on porous electrodes, the thickness of the catalyst layer, and improved
manufacturing techniques.
6, 6. 2 Storable Reactant Fuel Cells
Development work should be performed on high-temperature, direct hydro-
carbon fuel cells. If performance is limited by thermodynamic factors, then
an estimate of ultimate capability is necessary; if they are limited by ohmic,
187
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16netic, and mass-transfer processes, it may be possible to develop the
equivalent of high - performance, Teflon - bonded electrodes for use in the
cells.
r . ? CHEMICAL DYNAMIC
Various bipropellant and monopropellant reactants such as ethylene oxide,
propyl n i trate, hydrogen peroxide,
	 and hydrogen and oxygen have been used
for turbine-driven power units and are considered within the current state of
the art.
	 Turbine and reciprocating engines that employ hydrogen and oxygen
and the hypergolic bipropellants (nitrogen tetroxide and aeror,ine) have also
been considered for space applications. 	 The space use of chemical dynamic
systems is best typified by the bipropellant fueled pulsed turboaltern for that
utilizes nitrogen tetroxide and aerozine and is being designed for use in
nian}ied spacecraft and lunar exploration.
	 The current efforts are directed
toward increasing the turbine gas temperature to 2, 450' to 3, 000 °K; to
achie ve successful operation at these temperatures, a pulsed gas flow into
the turbine is employed.
	 Technology efforts are required to develop com-
petitive system weights for the application of the pulse turbine for various
short duration missions,
Tlie pulsed turbine is designed for 10 hours of operation and is competitive
on the basis of weight with alternate systems for this mission length.
	 How-
aver,	 at the high operating temperatures required to use the energy density j
of the gases, the system weights are not in general. competition with battery
system weights at mission durations of 3 to 6 min, 	 Further development
efforts are required to isolate the high temperatures that occur in the turbine
area from the alternator and bearings and to obtain competitive systemg	 P	 Y
weights at these shorter mission lengths,
6.8	 PRIMARY BATTERY
Primary batteries	 highdensities, but inare capable of	 -energy	 general,
require large-weight penalties for the incorporation of automatic activation
mechanisms,
	 Primary batteries have been used on nuxnerous missile and
space vehicle applications and are considered off-the-shelf power sources
for short-duration applications.
	 The most significant technology readiness
efforts are directed to the use of long-life and high-temperature separators
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for use in silver-zinc batteries and to produce cells with increased capacity
under rapid deep discharge conditions.
The development of inorganic battery separators permits operation of silver-
zinc batteries at 100°C and also results in considerably longer cycle life
compared to the use of plastic membranes type separators. Whereas it is
desirable to have a low resistance to ionic migration that requires relatively
open structure with electrolyte-holding capability, it is also desirable to
minimize mass transfer of electrode material particles that needs a very fine
pore structure, This dilemma is complicated further by the requirement
that the separator niust resist attack by potassium hydroxide and oxidation by
silver oxide in the silver-zinc cells. Test data have indicated that the
inorganic separator offers superior properties including higher reliability,
longer life, and higher temperature operation than the conventional cellophane-
type separators,
6.9 SOLAR CONCENTRATORS
Solar concentrator efficiencies decrease sharply with higher operating
temperatures and angular deviation of the concentrator from direct alignment
with the sun vector. This fact, coupled with the large volumes required for
rigid paraboloid concentrators, the drag resulting from large deployed areas
in earth orbit and the radiation resistance of the concentrator surface are the
principal limitations for these devices. Every concentrator developed to date,
with the exception of the one-piece type, has a folding feature for compactness
during launch.
In addition to improved fabrication techniques, the principal areas for tech-
nology development are to increase the resistance of the concentrator to
cosmic radiations and to develop deployment and orientation components.
6.9. 1 Cosmic Radiation
Erosion and sputtering of o optical surfaces b meteoroid showers and solar-
 P	 Y
spectral (ultravacuum) and high-vacuum effects on surface protective
coatings arm the major environmental effects that degrade the optical
efficiency of the concentrator. Actual design data on concentrator degradation
can only be obtained from orbital tests,
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6. 9. 2 Deployment and Orientation
The problems associated with the nflat,ible-rigidized solar collector are
more severe than those encountered with the more conventional mechanisms
used for the petaline or unfolding type concentrator. For the inflatable foam
type concentrator, develoj ment efforts are required to minimize the adverse
effects of in1"14tion pressure; deflections, foam shrinkage or solidification,
distortion and crew: ing resulting from long storage in a package form. The
servo control subsystem and vibrational effects on the orientation and per-
formance of the concentrator must be investigated.
6, 10 REACTANTS AND TANKAGE
Supercritical cryogenic storage of hydrogen and oxygen has been chosen for
the Gemini, Apollo, and MOL vehicles and is considered within the current
state of the art. In addition, pressurized storage systems, designed for
operation in a zero-g environment for storable reactants, have been used in
numerous reaction control system applications in space. Subcritical storage
of hydrogen and oxygen reactants offer approximately a 10% weight savinge
compared to supercritically stored hydrogen and oxygen. The primary
technology readiness areas for Subcritical storage of hydrogen and oxygen
include single-phase delivery and fluid quantity measurement,
6. 10. 1 Single-Phase Vapor Delivery
Single-phase vapor delivery can be assured with the Subcritical systern by the
addition of heat to the fluid before expanding to lower pressures; but for high
flow rates, the alternate withdrawal of liquid and vapor from storage usually
leads to flow-regulation and instability problems. As cryogenic liquid comes
	
	 IkFinto contact with warm superheaters, it flashes into vapor ,
 and the maximum
pressure surges to the saturation pressure at maximum. fluid temperature.
For extremely low flow rates and long supply lines, this may present a design
problem.	 -.
6, 10, 2 Fluid Quantity Measurement
Capacitance probes used in the Gemini and Apollo vehicles indicate the stored
reactant quantity as a function of the fluid density. At constant pressure, the
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adensity depends on temperature; the presence of mild temperature
stratification may result in extremely erroneous gaging of fluid quantities.
6. 11 ISOTOPE AND SHIELD
a
The beta - emitting isotopes, which have been consadAred for space use include
cobalt 60 ( Co-60), strontium 90 (Sr - 90), and promethium 147 (Pm-147), Beta
emitters are usually easier to obtain than alpha emitters and hence could be
less expensive. However, most of the beta - emitting isotopes require high
shielding weight that complicates spacecraft handling and safety problems.
The advantages of the alpha emitters, such as plutonium 238 (Pu-' ,38) and
curium 4 44 (Crn-244;, are that they generally require less shielding and can
be easily handled relative to the beta hype isotopes.
Plutonium is characterized by the lease external radiation, thus simplifying
its handling and integration with spacecraft. Its long half-life ( 86 years)
makeslutonium suitable for long-duration missions and it can be stock-P	 g
piled for later use with little loss from decay. It is, therefore, preferred
for many i-mi s sions. The principal work efforts required during the technology
readiness phar a include materials and process developmer and safety
E	 analyses.
6. 11. 1 Materials and Process Develo pments^
The long-term creep data on the candidate fuel block materials at high thermal
loadings and the bearing strength of compatible oxidation cladding materials
are not well known. In addition, studies of the high-emissivity coatings for
fuel block and heat exchanger service are required. Further definitions of
Pu-238 production methods and facilities requirements are also required if
large quantities are required.
6. 11. 2 Safety Analysis
Material selection and process development efforts for plutonium isotopes
include the problems of toxicity, radioactivity, and internal heat generation.
Pu-238 is one of the most toxic materials known to man. The isotope safety
problem is minimized if disposal of the Pu-238 fuel is by intact re-entry or
injecting the fuel block into a helocentric orbit. This can be accomplished
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by the use of an inert fuel form and the encapsula tion of the fuel in capsules
that contain it under a wide variety of zbnormai circumstances. The fuel
capsules are welded assemblies that must exhibit good high-temperature
creep- to- rupture strength and long-term corrosion red+istance.
The plutonium fuel must not be burned up in the event of an abnormal aero-
dyn naic re-entry that can occur either as a result of suborbital launch aborts
or failure to achieve recovery at the completion of the mission. It is, there-
for53, necessary to provide re-entry protection for the fuel capsules for these
abnormal occurrences. If the fuel block is not recovered, the most likely
occurrence is ocean burial; this situation does not result in a significant
hazard. If the fuel capsule is partially or wholly buried in an insulating soil,
the capsule temperature could rise until the strength of the structural material
becomes inadequate and capsule rupture occurs. Studies have indicated that
probable vapor release rates are not excessive, and burial represents an
acceptable hazard,
6.12 NUCLEAR REACTOR
The principal reactor development or study efforts c^irrently under way
include the zirconium hydride, fast spectrum, and thermionic in-core
reactor heat sources.
	 Tl:_- technology readiness efforts for each of these
reactors are described below.
6, 12, 1
	
Zirconium Hydride
The present development objective for the SNAP-8 zirconium hydride reactor
is to provide rated power or 10, 000-hour continuous operation in
	 a zero-g
environment.
	 The results of recent studies have shown that the single new
development requirement for the SNAP-8 reactor is the need for i,ncor ora-p ,
ting additional burnable poisons in the reactor to achieve an adequate control
margin for a 5-year mission lifetime.
	 Several suitable poison materials
were identified.	 The technology readiness efforts required for further
evaluation of candidate materials include:
	 (1) criticality experiments to
verify the effective cross-sections and reactivity worth of candidate poison
materials in the core, and (2) materials testing, including fuel capsule
irradiation experiments, to confirm the compatibility of the select ed	 o'
	
p	 y	  p ison
materials and the hydrogen barrier,
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6. 12. 2 Fast-Spectrum Reactors
Fast-spectrum reactors for space have been investigated and have the
potential of obtaining low specific weight and a compact configuration.
Because of the favorable nuclear characteristics of l,.iutonium in a fast-
spectrum reactor, the fast- s pectrum reactor heat source is applicable for
systems requiring long reactivity life and!or lower fuel inventories. The
necessity for a high power density in fast reactors introduces the following
problems that require further technology readiness efforts.
A finely divided core is required to provide a large heat transfer area.
Fast-spectrum reactor fuel elements, therefore, tend to be complicated and
costly to fabricate. Fuel and core temperatures are high, so that fuel tends
to swell with the internal accumulation of fission product gases. The
achievement of a long burnup fuel element is one of the major problems of
fast-spectrum reactors. Finally, the canning material must be chosen for
compatibility with bath fuel and coolant at high temperatures.
6, 12. 3 In-Core Thermionic Reactors
The placement of thermionic converters inside the reactor presents numerous
problems that arise from operation in an irradiation environment and the
requirement placed upon the converter of performing as both an energy
converter and a reactor fuel element. An additional problem involves the
fission gas generated in the fuel element. The emitter materials that have
the highest conversion efficiencies also have high neutron absorption cross-
section and/or poor structural properties at operating temperature. Rhenium
and molybdenum are examples of such materials. Emitter materials must
also be compatible with the fuel material. Additional problem areas are
related to the operation, control, and life of the reactor with the complex,
multi-material fuel elements forming the core and also obtaining long opera-
tional life of the thermionic fuel element with its multitude of connectors,
small vents, and insulators,
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